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Abstract

User forums enable a large population of crowd-users to publicly share their expe-
rience, useful thoughts, and concerns about the software applications in the form
of user reviews. Recent research studies have revealed that end-user reviews con-
tain rich and pivotal sources of information for the software vendors and developers
that can help undertake software evolution and maintenance tasks. However, such
user-generated information is often fragmented, with multiple viewpoints from var-
ious stakeholders involved in the ongoing discussions in the Reddit forum. In this
paper, we proposed a Crowd-based Requirements Engineering by Valuation Argu-
mentation (CrowdRE-VArg) approach that analyses the end-users discussion in the
Reddit forum and identifies conflict-free new features, design alternatives, or issues,
and reach a rationale-based requirements decision by gradually valuating the relative
strength of their supporting and attacking arguments. The proposed approach helps
to negotiate the conflict over the new features or issues between the different crowd-
users on the run by finding a settlement that satisfies the involved crowd-users in the
ongoing discussion in the Reddit forum using argumentation theory. For this pur-
pose, we adopted the bipolar gradual valuation argumentation framework, extended
from the abstract argumentation framework and abstract valuation framework. The
automatedCrowdRE-VArg approach is illustrated through a sample crowd-users con-
versation topic adopted from the Reddit forum about GoogleMapmobile application.
Finally, we applied natural language processing and different machine learning algo-
rithms to support the automated execution of the CrowdRE-VArg approach. The
results demonstrate that the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach works as a proof-of-
concept and automatically identifies prioritized requirements-related information for
software engineers.
KEYWORDS:
Argumentation, requirements, Reddit forum, natural language processing, machine learning, new features

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, social media such as Reddit forum, Twitter, and app stores have grown exponentially in use and its impact on the
market-driven software products, aiming at different stakeholders distributed geographically to enhance the current software
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features and the overall quality. This research study analyses end-user reviews in the Reddit forum and highlights their importance
for software evolution. Also, reviews from the relevant social media platforms and the Reddit forum serve as a communication
channel between the software developers and the crowd-users where end-users can provide useful information to help software
app developers accomplish certain maintenance tasks1,2. For example, accommodating new features3,4, capturing cross-domain
requirements5, bug identification6, domain knowledge, or improving the non-function aspects7. However, because of the large
number of reviews posted daily to the Reddit forum, the contributors of the market-driven software’s face a major challenge
in incorporating the user reviews into the system under development8. Also, end-user comments in the Reddit forum possess
certain conflicts because of their hierarchical structure in the forum3, where one comment comes as a reply to their immediate
parent comment. Thus highlighting the importance of rationale management for the market-driven software development.
Rationale management foresees how to capture and record the justification for why a certain decision was taken9. A series of

software decisions are taken when designing and developing a software application10. These decisions, alternatives considered,
and argumentation recorded for the agreed choices (or rejected) result in software rationale11. However, this rationale informa-
tion is not explicitly recorded during the requirements and development phase. Rather, rationale information remains hidden or
implicit in the software developer’s mind or intertwined with software development artefacts12. Recently, in software engineer-
ing literature, requirements and design rationale management remain the active research area13. In the requirements engineering
(RE) phase, requirements engineers or software developers of market-based software applications make various decisions to
finalize the software features or requirements10. Therefore, performing rationale management is a natural expectation to capture
justification for the decision taken during the RE phase14. Although there seems to be widespread agreement about the signifi-
cance of software rationale, it is still believed to be rarely captured in practice15 during requirements and design phases16. It is
hard to capture software rationale due to its high cost, and the agile methodologies in practice, where documentation is kept to a
minimum, cause the software developer’s tacit knowledge to remain unexplored17,11. An alternative solution is to explore if the
rationale information is mined from the existing documentation, web forums, and the existing software artefacts11. The relevant
social media platforms and user forums (Reddit) provide another channel to interact with diverse users and collect rich rationale
information18,9. Researchers have recently set out to mine intuitive requirements and design rationale information from the user
forums9,3, issue tracking system10,11, Twitter19, and user reviews20.
Furthermore, researchers have recently utilized argumentation theory in the RE domain, which is widely accepted and sup-

ported by the RE research community. Whereas argumentation theory is that an argument is trusted if it can defend itself
successfully against the attacking arguments21. Such as, it is utilized to eradicate requirements ambiguities during interviews22,
recognize conflict-free user requirements by removing inconsistencies23, identify tacit knowledge during requirements elici-
tation24, and bring most important issues upfront to the development team25,26. Besides, some researchers have started using
argumentation theory and machine learning (ML) algorithms to mine user comments from the Reddit forum27 and issue tracking
systems (ITSs)8 to identify conflict-free new features, issues and usability requirements. It inspires us to conduct an exploratory
study on a user forum like (Reddit.com) to identify the strength values of requirements-related arguments that would help
requirements engineers in decision-making to finalize conflict-free features and issues. By manually analyzing the discussion
topics in the Reddit forum, it is identified that most of the user comments possess an argumentative structure and contain rich
requirements-related information28. Also, during the ongoing interaction in the Reddit forum, the crowd-users could suggest
a new feature, issue, or alternative solution in reply to the fellow user comment or the main discussion topic. Considering the
user discussion flow and their nested comment-reply structure, we hypothesize that we could identify the strength of user com-
ments (new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic) by valuating the strength of their corresponding supporting or attacking
arguments using aggregation and combination functions29, natural language processing (NLP) tools, and ML classifiers.
Motivated and inspired by the discussions mentioned above, this research study mainly reports on a three-fold study aim-

ing to leverage the Reddit forums as a pivotal source of useful crowd-user feedback information for software maintenance and
evolution. Particularly, we employ the bipolar gradual valuation argumentation (GVBA) framework30, which is extended from
the abstract argumentation framework (AAF)21, and abstract valuation framework31 to identify conflict-free new features or
issues and reach a rationale requirements decision by gradually valuating the relative strength of arguments (their supporting
and attacking arguments) in the Reddit forum. For this purpose, we proposed the CrowdRE-VArg approach that helps negotiate
the conflicts over the new features or issues between the different crowd-users on the run by finding a settlement that satisfies
the involved crowd-users in the ongoing discussion on the Reddit forum. The proposed CrowdRE-VArg framework is inspired
from the Gradual Valuation For Abstract Argumentation Framework (GVAAF)31, GVBA30, Quantitative argumentation debate
framework (QuAD)32, Extended social abstract argumentation framework (ESAAF)33, and discontinuity-free Quantitative argu-
mentation debate framework (DF-QuAD)29. Secondly, to automate the CrowdRE-VArg approach, we developed an algorithm
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that automatically identifies conflict-free new features and issues by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking argu-
ments to reach a rationale-based requirements decision. Finally, to scale the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, we employ
different ML algorithms that classify user comments into new features, issues, and claim rationale elements. Then employee sen-
timents analysis approach over the user comments identified as claim rationale element to identify end-user opinions (supporting,
attacking, or neutral) about the new features, issues, or the main discussion topics. Furthermore, the proposed CrowdRE-VArg
approach is elaborated with a crowd-users discussion topic on the google maps mobile application from the Reddit forum.
The main structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 discusses the research papers identified using literature survey, key

related work, and comparison with existing literature. Section 3 introduces the study background, research questions and pro-
posed methodological details. Section 4 discusses the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach to negotiate conflicts between the
crowd-users and achieve requirements decision-making. In section 5, the classification of rationale and requirements-related
elements are elaborated, and experimental results are explained. Section 6 elaborates on automated argumentation-based require-
ments decision making with the help of a case study. In section 7, we discuss the research findings. Similarly, section 8 explains
the threats to validity, and section 9 concludes the research paper and highlights the future directions.

2 RELATEDWORK

This section highlighted the related work on RE with argumentation and rationale mining. In software engineering literature,
the most common and prominent argumentation techniques used to identify conflicting viewpoints are AAF21 and34.

2.1 Literature Survey
The Crowd literature survey identifies relevant research papers on the topic under discussion. For this purpose, we used snow-
balling sampling approach35 that identifies research papers found in the reference section of the related research manuscripts,
referred to as backward snowballing. Also, identifies and includes research papers cited in the related research articles, called
forward snowballing. A similar research approach has been adopted by Khan et al.36 along with experimental work in the domain
of software engineering. Steadily, the sample size of the shortlisted research studies increases as more citations and references
are explored on argumentation-based CrowdRE. The relevant literature studies are listed to extract the related work on argumen-
tation and rationale-based CrowdRE that would help recover the differences and advantages of the proposed CrowdRE-VArg
approach. We emphasise the literature studies that discuss and elaborate on argumentation and rationale-based RE and software
approaches. The search string used to identify the related literature work is Argumentation-based AND (Requirements Engi-
neering OR RE OR CrowdRE) AND (software OR requirements) rationale management. The Google Scholar search engine is
used to search the literature studies. It provides an interface to search the scholarly research articles in various popular digital
libraries, i.e., IEEE Xplore, Wiley online library, Springer, ACM, etc. Also, main software and RE-related journals, confer-
ences, and workshops that meet the developed search criteria are explored to ensure the inclusion of important papers, e.g.,
software: practice and experience, RE conference, journal of software: process and evolution, RE Journal, CAiSE, IET software,
CrowdRE workshop, IST, and JSS. It gives confidence that no relevant journals, conferences, workshops, and any important
digital library have been missed. Mainly, the first two authors of the manuscript were involved in the literature data collection.
Moreover, conflicts between authors on selecting literature papers at any point have been resolved by discussing them with the
remaining manuscript authors. The inclusion criteria for identifying related works are: the manuscript must be written in English
and published in peer-reviewed journals, conferences, a refereed thesis, or a book chapter.
We identified 86 research papers using forward and backwards snowballing by this criteria. Then using a manual selection

process, we excluded research papers written in languages other than English or published in unrecognized venues. To accom-
plish it, we read the manuscript title, its abstract, or the overall article if its relevancy is still uncertain. In total, 78 papers were
selected, amongst which 23 research papers are directly related to the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach that is discussed and
compared in the related section. In contrast, 26 articles selected discusses CrowdRE concepts in general and are indirectly related
to the research topic. While 20 papers discussed argumentation theory and mining that inspired the proposed CrowdRE-VArg
approach, seven research papers are supporting articles that discuss useful links and other concepts used in the proposed method.
Additionally, the third and fourth authors validate the final list of the research papers for the literature review to ensure no rele-
vant research paper has been missed. Based on the SLR below, we discussed the related work using argumentation theory and
rationale in requirements and software engineering. Later, we compare the proposed approach with the existing approaches and
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elaborate in Table 1 on the improvements and effectiveness achieved by the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach compared to
the existing approaches.

2.2 Requirements Engineering with Argumentation theory
Haley et al.37 first introduce argumentation in security requirements by evaluating system security requirements. While Fran-
queira et al.38 proposed a risk assignment methodology, RISA, by extending Haley’s work to identify rebuttals and mitigation
for security requirements. Kovacs et al.39 extend Franqueira’s work by validating the RISA framework with a complex BitMes-
sage chat application to analyze security requirements. Ionita et al.40 proposed a game-based argumentation support framework
for risk assessment, which in turn is used to translate security goals into security requirements. Similarly, mobile application
privacy requirements are dynamic, constantly changing over time and location, and users define them at runtime when interact-
ing with the system. For this purpose, Tun et al.41 proposed a privacy argument framework that analyzes privacy requirements
using extended argumentation language. Furthermore, Jureta et al.42 proposed the acceptability evaluation framework (ACE),
which formally caters to the discussions between stakeholders and requirements engineers on the validity of RE artefacts in the
form of a graph. For this purpose, an acceptability condition is defined; if it holds, it means validity is achieved for the given
artifact. Elrakaiby et al.43 proposed the CaRE framework to transform informal, ambiguous, conflicting, and incomplete stake-
holder requirements into complete, consistent requirements using abstract argumentation semantics. Similarly, Bagheri et al.23
proposed an abstract argumentation-based approach to identify and resolve inconsistencies in the requirements specification uti-
lizing Dung’s preferred extension. Furthermore, a preferred function is developed that identifies the most inconsistent pairs of
requirements. Elrakaiby et al.22 proposed an argumentation-based method to identify ambiguities during requirements elicita-
tion by interview. Their proposed model is inspired by the ASPIC+ argumentation framework. Similarly, Al-Alshaikh et al.24
proposed a rationale based approach to define and identify tacit knowledge that is generated during the requirements elicitation
process. Their proposed ERBeTK methodology uses the Question Option Criteria (QOC) rationale representation model.

2.3 Mining Rationale in Software and Requirements Engineering
More recently, software researchers and software tool vendors have started developing different approaches to filter, analyze,
validate automatically, and synthesize software artefacts, developer’s chat, and user feedback into actionable decisions or sugges-
tions for the software developers. The main focus of these works were to identify useful and instinctive information for software
developers, designers, and requirements engineers present in the large amount of user feedback’s and software artifacts from
different sources, such as: Internet relay chat messages10, issue tracking system44, bug reports and design session documents11,
Amazon store9, and design artifact documents45,14. Alkadhi et al.10 applied different classifiers to automatically capture ratio-
nale information in the Internet relay chat messages and classify them into fine-grained rationale elements, i-e, alternative, issues,
cons & pro arguments, and decisions. Similarly, Bhat et al.44 employed distant ML classifiers on the issue tracking system data
set to capture and classify architectural design decisions. At the same time, Kurtanovic and Maalaj9 employed ML algorithms
on the Amazon crowd-users reviews to capture rationale concepts and classify them into distant rationale elements, i-e, criteria,
issues, decisions, alternatives, and justifications. Wang et al.8 proposed ArguLens, an argumentation-based automated approach,
to analyze and evaluate the developer’s opinions and comments about usability issues in the issue tracking systems. They exper-
imented with ML algorithms (SVM and Naïve Bayes) to classify community opinions into various rationale elements. Lopez et
al.46 proposed an approach to capture and retrieve rationale knowledge from the textual documents using different patterns and
ontology-based software rationale representations with a stakeholder-in-a-loop for validation purposes. Rogers et al.11 applied
multiple ML algorithms to identify and captured distant rationale elements from the software bug reports and software design
session transcripts documents.

2.4 Comparing with Existing research works
Although, the software literature on acquiring argumentation theory for requirements analysis and validation is rich for in-
house software applications. In contrast, little or no research has focused on requirements analysis, conflict negotiation and
prioritization using argumentation theory for market-based software applications according to our knowledge to date. Due to the
emergence of market-based software apps and a large number of feedback available on the various social media platforms about
these apps, it is now pivotal to put in place the CrowdRE approach that emphasizes capturing conflicts and provides negotiation
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and prioritization remedies using argumentation theory to identify requirements-related information. The following conclusion
can be drawn by analysing and validating the argumentation-based requirements acquisition approaches mentioned above:

• For the argumentation-based requirements acquisition, most existing approaches focus on requirements analysis for in-
house software applications involving a limited number of end-users and requirements. Thus, lacks identifying conflicts
and prioritizing captured requirements-related information for market-based software applications involving many end-
users.
However, Morales-Ramirez and Perini25 proposed an argumentation-based discussion forum approach to help analysts
identify useful information that can be considered software bugs to fix. The approach considers only attacking rela-
tionships when identifying requirements-related information. In contrast, issue tracking systems contain supporting and
attacking arguments to make informed requirements decisions. Therefore, the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach effec-
tively identifies requirements-related information by considering their supporting and attacking information to derive the
corresponding aggregated strength values.

• In the literature, Kurtanovic andMaalaj9, Alkadhi et al.10, and Khan et al.28 utilize social media platforms such as Amazon
reviews, internet relay chat messages, and Reddit forum to extract useful rationale and requirements-related information
using ML algorithms. However, their research approaches lack in employing argumentation theory to recover conflicting
viewpoints on the run in the end-user conversation and make informed requirements decisions.

• Similarly, Rogers et al.11 uses existing design documents and bug reports from the issue tracking system to capture ratio-
nale elements that are considered pivotal in software evolution and maintenance. Although, their research approach is
limited in consideration of more general social media platforms, i.e., Reddit forum, to mine rationale information using
argumentation theory to improve software evolution and maintenance further.

• Earlier, Haley et al.37, Bagheri et al.23, Khan et al.26, Ionita et al.40, and Elrakaiby et al.43,22 proposed argumentation-based
requirements engineering approaches for in-house development. However, Owing to the digital transformation of many
industries and society at large (and the subsequent emergence of big data), it has become relevant to consider alternative
information sources for requirements, in addition to traditional stakeholders. Unlike, the proposed approach covers the
social media platform, i.e., the Reddit forum, to identify conflict-free prioritize requirements-related information for the
market-based software maintenance and evolution.
Furthermore, existing solutions are compared with the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach by considering various RE
activities and proposed research questions to demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiencies in requirements decisions-
making, as shown in Table 1

3 BACKGROUND AND RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

This section describes the study background, research questions and the adopted researchmethodology to answer these questions.

3.1 Research Background
Unlike our previously published work, which uses argumentation theory and semantics to identify conflict-free new features
or issues together with the winning arguments. This proposed approach uses an abstract valuation argumentation framework to
identify aggregated strength values for each new feature or issue by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking arguments.
Unlike the previous approach, the proposed approach records requirements-related information for which crowd-users registered
many attacking arguments with minimal strength value. Therefore, requirements and software engineers can still access the
requirements-related information that poses many attacking arguments in the Reddit forum. We further extended this research
work, which is summarized below:

• In agile software development, developers cannot incorporate all the identified new features or issues in the next iteration;
instead, only a subset of these needs to be shortlisted based on their importance. In this approach, we are interested in
identifying the relative strength of the captured new features or issues by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking
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TABLE 1 Comparisons of CrowdRE-VArg with existing approaches

RE Activities Existing Approaches Proposed CrowdRE-VArg

Requirements
Elicitation

Kurtanovic and Maalaj9, Alkadhi et al.10, and
Khan et al.28 proposed ML-based approaches
to capture many rationales and requirements-
related information for requirements engineers.
Such information requires additional processing to
make it useful for software engineers.

In contrast, the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach
more effectively identifies requirements-related infor-
mation in the Reddit forum by filtering conflicting
information using valuation-based argumentation the-
ory to make it presentable for the software engineers
to improve future versions.

Crowd
Requirements
Analysis

Although, Haley et al.37, Bagheri et al.23, Khan et
al.26, Ionita et al.40, and Elrakaiby et al.43,22 used
argumentation theory to analyze requirements and
remove conflicts. However, their approaches limit
either by considering only the attacking relation
between the end-user requirements or limited to
the in-house software applications or case studies.

On the other hand, the CrowdRE-VArg approach anal-
yses crowd requirements by considering both support-
ing and attacking relationships to improve the require-
ments decision-making process. Also, it scales the
crowd requirements analysis process by considering
end-user conversations in the Reddit forum to identify
conflict-free useful requirements-related information.

Requirements
Negotiation &
Prioritization

According to our knowledge, the research
approaches of Khan et al.3,27, Haley et al.37,
Bagheri et al.23, Ionita et al.40, and Elrakaiby et
al.43,22 provides remedies to achieve negotiation
between the end-users over the possible set of
requirements using argumentation theory. How-
ever, their approaches are limited in prioritizing
identified requirements information essential for
market-based software development where many
requirements-related information are captured
from the social media platforms.

In comparison, the CrowdRE-VArg approach utilizes
valuation-based argumentation to recover conflicting
viewpoints on requirements-related information in the
Reddit forum and then prioritize them by gradually
valuating their corresponding supporting and attack-
ing arguments. The higher the aggregated value of the
captured new features or issues, the higher their prior-
ity and vice-versa. A case study on it is elaborated in
section 6.2.

RQ-1 To our knowledge, none of the existing approaches
used valuation-based argumentation approaches to
recover the conflicts arrived on end-user require-
ments for both in-house and market-based soft-
ware applications to make informed requirements
decisions and develop a prioritized requirements
list.

We took this opportunity and developed the
CrowdRE-VArg approach by adopting the the-
ory of valuation-based argumentation to recover
conflicting viewpoints on the run and make informed-
requirements decision-making. Also, the proposed
method developed a prioritized list of captured new
features or issues. The details are depicted in sections
4.2 and 6.2 by analyzing a case study on the Google
Maps mobile application from the Reddit forum.

RQ-2 and 3 Khan et al.3,27 proposed a bipolar argumentation-
based approach to identify conflict-free new fea-
tures and issues in the Reddit forum. However,
in the Reddit forum, end-users submit much
requirements-related information making it chal-
lenging for the software engineers to consider
them for the future version of the market-based
application. Also, if a single attacking argument
appears against the identified new feature or issue,
it forces them to be rejected according to the
theory of.

In contrast, we the CrowdRE-VArg approach
improves the requirements decision-making process
by extending the GVBA that effectively identifies an
aggregated score associated with each requirements-
related information in the Reddit forum by gradually
evaluating their pros and cons arguments. Further-
more, it improves the process by keeping the captured
requirements-related information at a lower prior-
ity for which end-user registered single or many
cons arguments instead of ignoring them. Also, we
employed various ML feature extraction techniques
to improve the classification results.
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arguments instead of identifying conflict-free new features or issues only, together with their winning arguments in the
user discussion over the Reddit forum.

• To identify conflict-free new features or issues in the online user conversations, we need to define a threshold, i-e, the Base
Score score, that will work as a centre point in identifying conflict-free features or issues. For this purpose, we extended
the heuristic rules for the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach.

• Crowd users submit a bulk of user comments in the Reddit forum, which is considered as an important alternative source
for requirements elicitation together with the traditional stakeholders. It is time-consuming and difficult to process each
user comment in the Reddit forum to identify requirements-related information. For this purpose, we proposed an auto-
mated CrowdRE-VArg approach extended from the bipolar gradual valuation argumentation framework30, QuAD32,
ESAAF33, and DF-QuAD29 to reach a rationale requirements decision and prioritize the conflict-free requirements-related
information by gradually valuating the relative strength of arguments (their supporting and attacking arguments).

• To improve the performance of the ML classifiers, we additionally introduce certain textual features, i-e, Part-of-speech
tagging, and topic modeling specifically the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm.

• Since our data set is imbalanced, building a classifier on imbalanced data set forces the ML classifiers to skew
towards the majority class while ignoring the minority class. For this purpose, we additionally tested the classifiers
with under-sampling (under-sampling, Tomek Link), oversampling (ADASYN), and advanced hybrid (SMOTEENN,
SMOTETomek) approaches to improve the performance of ML classifiers.

• To scale and enhance the ML experiments, we additionally experimented with Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbors, and
Bernoulli Naive Bayes algorithms along with the Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, multi-layer
Perceptron Classifier, and Logistic Regression to report the results.

3.2 Research Questions:
For this paper, we propose the following research questions that are answered through the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach:
RQ1: How to use an argumentation-based valuation approach for requirements decision-making and prioritization by

requirements analysts?
RQ2:How to adopt gradual valuation of user arguments in negotiating the conflicts over the new features or issues to reach a

settlement?
RQ3:How to tackle the complexity of reaching a settlement automatically between the crowd-users in larger discussion topics

using AI?

3.3 Research Method
The detailed workflow of the processing of end-user comments from the Reddit forum to reach a settlement on requirements
decisions for the identified new features, design alternatives, issues, or main discussion topics embedded in the proposed
CrowdRE-VArg approach is shown in Figure. 1 . The research methodology is comprised of three main steps. Firstly, we need
to process the annotated end-user comments (adopted from previously published work27,3) collected from the Reddit forum
against the Google Map mobile application to make it readable for the CrowdRE-VArg approach by converting it to an argumen-
tation graph using an argumentation theory. Whereas the captured end-user comments are classified into the different rationale
and requirements-related elements such as new features, issues, claim-supporting, claim-attacking, and claim-neutral using the
content analysis approach in our previous work27,3.
For the RQ-2, we proposed a CrowdRE-VArg approach by extending GVBA, QuAD, and ESAAF frameworks that analyze

the argumentation tree constructed from the crowd-user comments to identify whether the captured new features, design alterna-
tives, issues, or even the main discussion topics are collectively accepted or rejected. Also, using the proposed CrowdRE-VArg
framework, we process and analyze each user comment in the argumentation tree to identify the grounded arguments, new fea-
tures, or issues that are classified as conflict-free by the definition of Dung’s theory21. For example, analyzing the crowd-users
comments by employing the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, if the end-user comment in the argumentation tree is identified
as a “new feature” or an “issue” and is not further discussed and commented on (no supporting or attacking arguments are regis-
tered) by the crowd-users in the Reddit forum. The proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach identifies it as conflict-free or grounded
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FIGURE 1 Proposed CrowdRE-VArg Approach

using argumentation theory21. In contrast, if the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach identifies that the new feature, issue, or the
main discussion topic is further discussed and commented on (provided with supporting or attacking arguments) by the crowd-
users, then the CrowdRE-VAg approach triggers the proposed arguments valuation process by identifying the strength values of
the new features, issues, or the main discussion topics using their corresponding supporting or attacking arguments. Whereas the
proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach utilizes the strength aggregation and combination function adopted from the DF-QuAD29
framework together with the base score to identify the strength values of each identified new feature, issue, or the main discus-
sion topic. The base score is considered pivotal in requirements decision-making, particularly in requirements prioritization and
negotiations. As a result, the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach captured a conflict-free set of new features, issues, and main
discussion topics prioritized by the strength values derived using the concepts of aggregation and combination function. Each
argument in the argumentation tree is processed automatically by the software/algorithm proposed to support the automation of
the CrowdRE-VArg approach. The proposed CrowdRE-VArg is elaborated in detailed in section 4.1.
ForRQ-3, in order to scale the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach by catering to many crowd-users feedback from the Reddit

forums; we employ different ML algorithms to classify the crowd-users comments into the different rationale and requirements-
related information. For this purpose, we first classify user comments into fine-grained rationale elements, such as new features,
issues, and claims. Secondly, we performed the sentiment analysis experiment by classifying only those user comments iden-
tified as claim rationale elements into supporting, attacking, and neutral claim elements. Finally, after classifying the end-user
comments into different rationale elements, we identify the strengths of the captured new features, issues, or main discussion
topics by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking arguments using the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach.

3.4 Research Data set
To illustrate and experiment with the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, we have curated the end-user comments data set from
the Reddit forum. The forum is an online popular social media platform on which registered users submit content such as textual
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TABLE 2 Summary of the sample data sets

ID. Discussion Topic # of com-
ments

1 Google Maps is testing a combined commute to replace driving and transit 72/72
2 Google Maps Introduces Location Sharing 701/781
3 Take control of your commute with Google Maps 401/435
4 I wish Google Maps had an option to give me less verbose directions, but not entirely mute. 467/552
5 Google Maps Will Soon Allow You to Share Your ETA, Add a Shortcut to Routine Destinations, and

Create a Map of Your Location History
583/803

6 GoogleMaps NowWarns You If You Are Navigating To A Place ThatWill Be ClosedWhen You Arrive 511/560
7 Google Maps for android is finally rolling out multi-waypoint directions 388/445

posts, links, and images. These posts are organized by various subjects, which are written in the Reddit forum by user communi-
ties and are referred to as “subreddits” such as news, technology, android, science, video games, etc. Other registered users that
are known as “Redditors” can join subreddits of their interests. The Redditors can submit distant posts in the joined Subreddits
and gets upvotes or downvotes from the other registered Redditors. There are only 10 million and 2.3 million registered users in
Technology and Android subreddits, respectively. The Reddit forum is gaining enormous popularity amongst the social media
platforms; as of October 2019, there are 430 million active registered members with 199 million active posts or subreddits as
compared to the 330 million registered users in April 2018 with 130 million active posts47.
To analyze and experiment with the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, we utilized the same data set used in previously

published work27,3 but with different intentions and goals. For example, we are interested in identifying the strength values of
each captured new feature or issue in the user conversation by gradually evaluating their supporting and attacking arguments,
if there are any. It results in a prioritized list of identified new features or issues that can be utilized by the software developers
for the next release of the software application under discussion to improve its performance and functionalities. The data set
includes a user comment associated with an end-user name, the number of up and down votes received by that comment, the
time stamp, a unique comment id, and a child id. The main discussion topics included in the data set possess the child id of “0”,
as it is the beginning of the discussion. For this research article, seven discussion topics from the Reddit forum cover various
aspects of the Google Maps mobile application, such as demanding a new feature, various issues about its interface, and user
experiences, as shown in Table. 2 . A link i is provided to access the actual discussion topics in the Reddit forum. The objectives
of choosing the discussion topics are: the discussion topic must be relevant to the Google Maps mobile application; it must be
either discussing a new feature introduced, an issue encountered, end-user experience with it, and the size of user comments
against the main discussion topic must be greater than fifty containing some useful requirements-related information and possess
argumentation structure. We collected 3123 crowd-user comments from the seven online discussion topics in the Reddit forum
about the Google Maps mobile application. Where the first discussion topic, as shown in Table. 2 is used as a proof-of-concept
example for the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach. In contrast, the remaining six discussion topics (3046 user comments) are
used as an experimental data set for conducting fine-grained ML and sentiment analysis experiments.

3.5 Argumentation-Tailored User comments & Annotation to run CrowdRE-VArg approach
In this sub-section, we overview the rationale elements captured from the end-user conversations in the Reddit forum and the
annotation process that labels raw user comments in the data set to make them parsable for the CrowdRE-VArg approach.
Identifying requirements-related information from the Reddit forum using the proposed CrowdRE-VArg requires an annotated
data set as an input, which is achieved by intertwining the following two steps with the proposed approach. These steps are
explained in detail in the previously published work27,3. However, we briefly introduce both of these steps for better readability.

ihttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1WPv-MurlZ7lH-j2T3eBRC64PWM9I5yAw/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WPv-MurlZ7lH-j2T3eBRC64PWM9I5yAw/view?usp=sharing
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3.5.1 Capturing User Statements
In our earlier work27,3, we did a comprehensive analysis of the crowd-user comments in the data set to identify rationale and
requirements-related information using the grounded theory approach of Strass and Corbin48. Wewere interested in designing an
approach that captures those users statements in the Reddit forum that contains rationale and requirements-related information.
For example, user statements that demand or request a new feature, a user preference on the application interface design, an issue
faced by the users, or feedback about user experience with the software application. The following rationale and requirements
concepts are identified due to the detailed analysis of user comments: new feature or design alternative, issue, claim-attacking,
claim-supporting, and claim-neutral. These elements are also elaborated in the coding guide used by the coders to annotate the
user comments in the data set. The definition of each identified rational element and their examples are shown in Table. 3 .
Additionally, during the manual analysis of the user comments, feedback in the user discussions is organized in a hierarchy. Their
immediate child comments are linked to their parent’s comments. Therefore, we captured and identified rationale associations
between the rationale elements, as shown in Table. 4 . To run the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, we need to replicate
these steps. Therefore, we borrowed the existing analysis procedure of the crowd-users comments for the proposed CrowdRE-
VArg approach to design a research approach that captures and identifies requirements-related information’s strength values by
gradually evaluating their supporting and attacking arguments.

TABLE 3 Types of User Statements

ID. Example User Statements from Reddit Label Definitions of the Label

1 “All I want Google Maps to do is to let me
download the entire map for my country
and store it offline.”

Feature Crowd-users demand or suggest a new feature for the
software application under discussion or suggest an
alternative solution

2 “This is really cool, thanks” Claim-
supporting

The crowd-users registers a claim in support of an issue,
new feature, or the main discussion topic

3 “Too bad the store hours on Google Maps
are inaccurate ”

Claim-
attacking

The crowd-users registers a claim to oppose an issue,
new feature, or the main discussion topic

4 “Do Americans usually eat a combination
of sugar eggs and cheese for breakfast?, All
i know is the Canadian sausage end egg mc
muffin is pretty damn good ”

Claim-
neutral

The crowd-users registers a claim that neither oppose
or support an issue, new feature, or the main discussion
topic

3 “Did they remove this from Hangouts?”,
“It has a cycle option?”, “But will assistant
be able to do it via voice command?”

Issue Problems or concerns of crowd-users that require fur-
ther elaboration, clarification, and discussion. It also
presents a problem with the application.

3.5.2 Labeling User Comments
Currently, the crowd-users comments collected from the Reddit forum are in the raw form. Tomake it parsable for the CrowdRE-
VArg approach, it needs to annotate the end-user comment manually by the coders using the developed coding guidelines. For
this purpose, we adopted the same annotation steps from the previously published work performed in the following steps. To
highlight, first, we rearrange the user comments in the data set manually according to their original sequence in the Reddit forum
to preserve their order. Secondly, a coding form in the Excel environment was created to annotate the user comments. The user
comments in the data set were chosen as the primary information to be annotated by the coder to enable a more fine-grained
content analysis. Thirdly, the actual peer-review task was performed to annotate the user comments. Each coder received the
coding guideline and the coding form containing a complete list of the users comments against the main discussion topics. Two
coders took part in the annotation process. In the next step, the annotation results were merged from the two coders and accessed
their reliability by calculating the inter-coder agreement and Cohen’s kappa49. Furthermore, to minimize the disagreement and
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conflict between the two coders, a coding guideline ii was adopted that includes rationale definitions along with their detailed
examples for the different rationale concepts. The average time to complete the reviews coding task was 14 working hours. The
standard inter-coded agreement for annotating the user comments was calculated by combining the coding results from the two
coders. The average inter-coder agreement between the two coders was 90%, while the Cohen’s kappa for the two coders was
67%, which is a substantial agreement on the Cohen’s kappa scale. A sample of the labelled data is shown in Table. 5 .

TABLE 4 Types of relations between Arguments

Relation Type Relation Symbol Relation Definition

Supports // When a crowd-user argument supports another argument
Attacks ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→ When a crowd-user argument attacks another argument
alternatives ←←←←←←←→ When a crowd-user suggests a design alternative or a new feature
issue ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→X When a crowd-user submits a problem or challenge to the software

application under discussion

4 VALUATION-BASED REQUIREMENTS ARGUMENTATION: PRIMITIVES AND
POSTULATES

In Reddit forum, crowd-users submit their opinions about a recently released new feature, a change made in the interface, or an
issue triggered while using the current software. We parse this user feedback and identify helpful and valuable information for
requirement engineers and software developers. To reach a rationale-based requirements decision about a new feature, design
alternative, issues, or the main discussion topic, one needs to gradually valuate the relative strength of their supporting or
attacking arguments in the Reddit forum. For example, the different solutions or alternatives for an issue are gradually valuated
based on their supporting and attacking claims to identify the best possible solution for the said issue32. For this purpose,
argumentation theory21 provides a built-in reasoning mechanism, which foresees human debate and reasoning processes, helps
in constructing arguments, comparing them, evaluating them in some respect, and finally, concludes to find out whether any of
them are rebutted50,51.
By making rationale-based decision-making, employing the theory and semantics of the valuation argumentation frame-

work31 on the identified rationale elements and their relationships can help capture conflicts between the gathered crowd-users
feedback from the Reddit forum. This gradual valuation of the arguments’ strength would help resolve run-time conflicts and
achieve negotiations between a large pool of crowd-users over the captured new features, design alternatives, or issues. In turn,
the valuation process helps accommodate multiple viewpoints and lack of consensus between the crowd-users, arriving at the
design interface’s variability and adaptivity. Requirements argumentation can be employed as a phase where multiple viewpoints
are captured and rationalized to achieve consensus between the stakeholders over much requirements-related information. It
helps requirement analysts and software developers identify prioritized and negotiated requirements-related information using
a valuation-based argumentation framework. The detailed steps of the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach are discussed below:

4.1 Crowd-based Requirements Engineering by Arguments Valuation (CrowdRE-VArg)
We proposed the CrowdRE-VArg approach that analyzes crowd-users comments in the Reddit forum. The proposed approach
assists requirements analysts in negotiating the conflicts over the captured new features, design alternatives, or the issues between
the diverse stakeholders on the run by finding a settlement that would satisfy the involved crowd-users in the ongoing user
discussion while keeping the rationale. The proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach is extended from the GVAAF31, GVBA30,
QuAD32, ESAAF33, and DF-QuAD29. Whereas,

iihttps://drive.google.com/open?id=19VF4YjH6BumZm_mJnvE0WWz4slXGPklv

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19VF4YjH6BumZm_mJnvE0WWz4slXGPklv
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TABLE 5 Sample of the coding form

Users_Comments Comment_Id Parent_Id User_Votes Rationale_Type Claim_Type
Google Maps is testing a combined Commute tab to
replace Driving and Transit

9clgh7 0 401 claim discussion
topic

Maps is getting way too bloated and uses way toomuch
rich-media. The explore tab could be its own app

e5bpnup 9clgh7 37 claim attacking

I don’t know how practical it would be especially for
people that don’t drive or the others that don’t take
public transits

e5bh1by 9clgh7 125 claim attacking

Can’t they just rename the tab dynamically based on
whether you selected Drive or Public Transport in the
"how do you get to work?" question they ask you? This
is how Google Assistant handles things.

e5bi1ce 9clgh7 54 new feature

GVAAF: is extended from Dung’s AAF, which gradually valuates an argument’s strength based on its attacking argumentsi.
Suppose be an AAF, represents new features, issues, or arguments, and “Atk” shows the attacking relation between them.
Also, supposed be a completely ordered set of new features and issues that contain amaximum andminimum element ( ,
 ), respectively. The strength values for a new feature, issue or the main discussion topic are in the range or interval of
[0,1]31. Then, the argument strength valuation is a function defined as v ∶→  , such that:
(I). ∀ b ∈, v(b) ≥ 

The strength of any new feature or issue identified in the Reddit forums must be greater or equal to  that is derived
by gradually valuating the strength of their attacking arguments. In that case, the strength value of any new feature or
issue identified must be greater or equal to “0”.

(II). ∀ b ∈, if−(b) = ∅, then v(b) = 

While the strength of any new feature or issue identified in the Reddit forums must be equal to  if other users in the
Reddit forum have not registered any attacking arguments in response. In example 1, the strength values of (a1) and (a3)
will be “1” as the crowd-users did not registered any attacking arguments against (a1) and (a3).

(III). ∀ b ∈, if−(b) = {b1, b2,.....,bn} ≠ ∅ , then v(b) = (( v(b1), v(b2),....,v(bn)))
Furthermore, suppose other end-users register attacking arguments in response to the captured new features, issues, or the
main discussion topics. In that case, their strength is identified with the composite function ((( v(b1), v(b2),....,v(bn))))
by gradually valuating the strength of their attacking arguments. Firstly, the composition function aggregates the values
of the direct attackers of the captured new features, issues, or the main discussion topic. At the same time, the attackers
take their defenders into account. Secondly, it synthesizes the effect of the “direct attack” on the strength of the captured
requirements-related information, such as the strength of the new feature, issue or the main discussion topic decreases if
the strength of the “direct attack” increases and vice-versa.

Example 1: The Figure. 2 , represent the Dung’s AAF containing only attacking (←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→) relationship between the argu-
ments. The direct attackers of an argument (b) are the elements of the set−(b). In example 1, the direct attackers of an argument
(a0) are “a1” and “a2”. At the same time, the direct defenders of an argument (a0) are direct attackers of the elements of a set
−(b). In example 1, the direct defender of the root argument (a0) in “(a3)”. To identify the strength value of the new feature,
issue, or an argument (a0) using the definition of GVBA. For this purpose, the strength values of the arguments (a3) and (a1)
is equal to 1, while the value of argument (a2) is identified by computing (( v(1∕1 + a3))= (1/1+1)= 0.5. Similarly we can
identify the strength value of (a0) = 0.4 by valuating the attacking arguments using the composite function ((( v(a1), v(a2)))).
GVBA: Unlike GVAAF, the GVBA framework handles and models two independent relations between the arguments, such

as supporting and attacking relationships. Such a framework suits the Reddit forum, where end-users registers both supporting
and attacking arguments in response to the new features, issues, or the main discussion topics28. The supporting relation carries
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a0 a1

a2 a3

FIGURE 2 Abstract Argumentation Framework

positive information and vice-versa. In the GVBA framework, the final strength of requirements-related information is identified
by gradually valuating the strength of their supporting and attacking arguments. The GVBA framework is define as: Suppose, 
be a completely ordered set containing maximum element ( ) and minimum element ( ). Also, (Supp) and (Atk)
be two ordered sets of supporting and attacking arguments, wheres ∗ be the set of finite sequences of the elements of  .
Now, suppose ⟨ , Ratk, Rsupp ⟩ be a bipolar argumentation framework ()34. Then, the gradual local valuation on ⟨ , Ratk,

Rsupp ⟩ is a function v ∶→  , such that:
• ∀ c ∈ , if, R−

atk(c) = {a1,a2,.....,an} ≠ ∅ and R−
supp(c)= {s1,s2,.....,sn} ≠ ∅, then, v(c) = (supp( v(s1),v(s2),....,v(sn))

atk(v(a1),v(a2),....,v(an)))
• Where the functions, supp: − → supp and atk: − → atk, are used to valuate the quality of the supporting and

attacking arguments that arrives against the captured the new feature, issue, or the main discussion topics in the Reddit
forum.

ESAA: The GVAAF and GVBA frameworks consider only supporting and attacking arguments when evaluating the
requirements-related information in the Reddit forum. In contrast, the ESAA framework33 extended from social abstract
argumentation (SAA)52, associates votes along their supporting or attacking arguments when evaluating requirements-related
information. It is defined as: An ESAA framework is a 4-tuple ⟨, Ratk, Rsupp,⟩, where ⟨, Ratk, Rsupp⟩ is an BAP, while  :
→ × is a function that maps arguments, new features, or issues in the Reddit forum to the number of their negative and
positive votes.
Furthermore, to evaluate the arguments in ESAA framework, Evripidou and Toni33 proposed semantics that handle both

supporting and attacking relationships between the arguments. The semantic framework is a 7-tuple  = ⟨, ±,∧,∨,⟂,⊕,
⊎⟩. The total mapping function  :  →  is a social argumentation model under semantics  . Therefore, given an ESAA
framework ⟨, Ratk, Rsupp,⟩ and the semantic  , then the valuation of an argument b ∈ is:
 +(b) = (±(b) ∧ ⟂ ∨ { +bi: (bi,b) ∈ Ratk} ) ⊎ (±(b)⊕ ∨ { +bi: (bi,b) ∈ Rsupp} )
Where, the +(b) is refer as the valuation of an argument b in , while the other operators are defined as:
 is a totally ordered set that contains all possible valuation of the requirements-related information with top element(Max)

and bottom element(Min). ±:  ×  →  is a function that valuates the social support for every argument b based on
its accumulated negative and positive votes. It also assigns a base score ±(b) to b. The operator ∧:  ×  →  defines an
algebraic operation on the argument, new feature, or issue valuation in the social argumentation model to identify their strength
by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking arguments. The operator (∧) is used to aggregate the individually valuated
attacking and supporting arguments of b in the social argumentation model ( ). The operators ∨: ×→, ⟂:→,
and ⊕:  ×  →  define binary and unary algebraic functions used to synthesize the effects of the attacks and supports
coming towards the argument b. In the social argumentation model ( ), the aggregated valuation of the supporters and attackers
are combined together with the ±(b) utilizing the ∨,⟂, and⊕ operators. Finally, the operator ⊎ : ×→ define a binary
algebraic function used to maps the supporting and attacking pair of values obtained in the previous step into a single valuation
of b in the social argumentation model.
QuAD: Baroni et al.32 proposed the QuAD framework to automatically evaluate the positions or solutions put upfront in

the debates in an issue-based information system (IBIS) by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking argument. The
QuAD framework is inspired by the ESAAF framework by improving the arguments valuation process for selecting best suited
alternative solution in an IBIS. It is defined as:
Definition 5: The QuAD framework is a 5-tuple ⟨, Atk, Supp,, ⟩, such that:
•  is a defined as finite set of solutions, answers, or arguments in an argumentation framework.
• Atk is a finite set of attacking arguments that arrived in response to the proposed solution or answer.
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• Supp is a finite set of supporting arguments that arrived in response to the proposed solution or answer.
•  ⊆ (Atk ∪ Supp) × ( ∪ Atk ∪ Supp) is an acyclic binary relation in QuAD framework.
• : ( ∪ Atk ∪ Supp)→  is total score function for the various alternatives proposed in response to the issue in QuAD

framework, where (b) is the base score of b ∈.
The sets , Atk, and Supp are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, Baroni et al.32 examined and evaluated various design
scenarios with the relevant experts, where they found that  is considered an important factor when analyzing the
different alternatives for a solution based on their positive and negative arguments. In the QuAD framework, the strength of
arguments is determined from their  and the aggregated strength of their supporters and attackers in an argumentation
tree. The functions atk:  ×  →  and supp:  ×  →  for this purpose are defined as, for s0, s ∈ :
atk(s0, s) = s0 - s0 . s = s0 . (1 - s) and supp(s0, s) = s0 + (1 - s0) . s = s0 + s - s0 . s
The above equations elaborate on how the strength of a generic argument s0 is obtained by gradually modifying its base
score (s0) in the presence of a single supporter or attacker, respectively having strength (s).

Additionally, Rago et al.29 proposed the DF-QuAD approach by extending the QuAD framework, which foresees certain
discontinuities that might arise when identifying the strength of an argument. For example, when many arguments in an argu-
mentation tree attack an argument with no support. It might bring the score of that argument close to zero, yet adding single
support to that argument will increase its strength score to a comparatively high value and vice versa. The DF-QuAD frame-
work resolves these discontinuities by defining a single argument’s strength aggregation function, such as, for a given  =
(s1,s2,.....,sk), where k ≥ 1, then

• if k = 0 : () = 0; if k = 1 : () = s1; if k = 2 : () =  (s1, s2); or if k > 2 : () =  ((s1,s2,....,sk−1), sn), where
•  (s1, s2)= s1 + (1 - s1) . s = s1 + s - s1 . s
CrowdRE-VArg: Above, we elaborated various argumentation frameworks that inspire the proposed CrowdRE-VArg

approach. The underlying principle of the CrowdRE-VArg approach is to reach a rationale-based requirements decision-making
by identifying the strength of the arguments, new features, issues, or the main discussion topics by gradually valuating the
strength of their supporting and attacking arguments in the argumentation tree constructed from the crowd-users conversation in
the Reddit forums. The proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach is deeply inspired by the QuAD framework with different intentions
and goals. Unlike the CrowdRE-VArg approach, emphasis on the end-user discussion in the Reddit forum to identify and cap-
ture pivotal conflict-free requirements-related information. Furthermore, we developed and extended heuristic rules to identify
conflict-free prioritized new features or issues in the Reddit forum. Formally, the CrowdRE-VArg can be defined as:
Definition 1: The CrowdRE-VArg framework is a 7-tuple ⟨ ,  ,  Atk,Supp,, ⟩, such that:
•  is a finite set of online discussion topics in the Reddit forum, where diverse crowd-users discuss software new features,

hot issues, or alternative solutions in an argumentative fashion.
•  is defined as a finite set of new features or design alternatives identified in the online discussion topics ( ).
•  is defined as a finite set of captured issues or problems faced by the crowd-users while using the software application

under discussion in the online discussion topics ( ).
• Atk is defined as a finite set of captured attacking arguments in the online Reddit forum that arrived in response to the

main discussion topic, new feature, alternative design, or an issue.
• Supp is defined as a finite set of identified supporting arguments in the online Reddit forum that arrived in response to

the main discussion topic, new feature, alternative design, or an issue.
•  ⊆ ( ∪  ∪  ) × (Atk ∪Supp) is an undirected binary relation between the elements of the CrowdRE-VArg frame-

work that results in an argumentation tree. Where  , , and  are the identified new features, issues, or main discussion
topics in the Reddit forum. On the other hand, Atk and Supp are their corresponding supporting and attacking argu-
ments. The elements ( , , and  ) are represented with ∪ to include all the requirements-related information in the Reddit
forum. Similarly, these requirements-related elements have supporting, attacking, or both arguments supporting require-
ments decision-making, are presented with ∪. Furthermore, below, we formally defined each CrowdRE-VArg element
that results in and how they are presented in an argumentation tree constructed from end-user comments.
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– ∀ ( aj ,ak) ∈ Atk, such that, j≠k and j,k ≠ 0, then aj attacks ak, is represented as aj → ak in an argumentation tree
constructed from the crowd-users arguments in the Reddit forums.

– ∀ ( aj ,ak) ∈ Supp, such that, j≠k and j,k ≠ 0, then aj supports ak, is represented as aj ⇝ ak in an argumentation
tree constructed from the crowd-users arguments in the Reddit forum.

– ∀ ( aj ,ak) ∈  ,such that, j≠k and j,k ≠ 0, then aj is a new feature proposed by crowd-users in response of ak in the
Reddit forum is represented as aj ⤏ ak in an argumentation tree constructed from the crowd-users arguments.

– ∀ ( aj ,ak) ∈ ,such that, j≠k and j,k ≠ 0 , then aj is an issue or challenge proposed by crowd-users in response of
ak in the Reddit forum is represented as aj ↛ ak in an argumentation tree.

– ∃ aj ∈  ,such that, aj=0, then aj is the main discussion topic represented as a root node in the argumentation tree
constructed from the crowd-user arguments in the Reddit forum.

• : ( ∪  ∪  ∪Atk ∪Supp)→  is a total strength score function for the new features, issues, or the main discussion
topics identified by the CrowdRE-VArg framework, where (c) is the base score of c ∈ either ( , ,  ,Atk,Supp).
In Literature, the  is considered pivotal in requirements decision-making, particularly, in requirements prioritization
and negotiation53,54,55. Also, Cocarascu and Toni20, Leite and Martins52, Evripidou and Toni33, Carstens and Toni56,57,
and Baroni et al.58 highlighted its importance in identifying the strength an argument in an argumentation tree. Therefore,
 is considered when identifying the strengths of captured new features, issues, or the main discussion topics by the
CrowdRE-VArg approach.
The strength of an argument, new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic in an argumentation tree is identified
recursively by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking arguments. For this purpose, we adopted the strength
aggregation (Agr) and Strength combination (Com) functions from Rago et al.29, which are:

• The Agr
20 function, given k arguments(supporting/attacking) having strength values (s1,s2,....,sk) is given as:

Agr(s1, s2, ...., sk) =

{

0 k = 0
1 − log

∏k
j=1(|1 − sj|) k > 0 (1)

In the CrowdRE-VArg approach, the strength of each argument, new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic is calcu-
lated by recursively valuating the strength of their supporting and attacking arguments, respectively. Each argument, new
feature, issue, or the main discussion topic is considered as a sub-root node in the tree if they have child nodes (supporting
or attacking) to identify their aggregated supporting and attacking strength based on their  , respectively.

• The Com
20, for an argument, new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic with a s0, their corresponding attacking

arguments having strength (s1,s2,....,sk) and their supporting arguments having strength (s′1,s
′

2,....,s
′

k) is elaborated as, for
sa = Agr(s1,s2,....,sk) and ss = Agr(s′1,s

′

2,....,s
′

k):

Com(s0, sa, ss) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

s0 ifsa = ss
s0 − log(s0 ∗ |ss − sa|) ifsa > ss
s0 + log(1 − s0) ∗ |ss − sa|) ifsa < ss

(2)

The Com is used to identify the dialectical strength of an argument, new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic cap-
tured in the crowd-user conversation, once their supporting and attacking arguments strength have been aggregated using
Agg function. The intuition behind the Com is that if the arguments attacking strength against an argument, new feature,
issue, or the main discussion topic is smaller (respectively, larger), then the  is increased (respectively, decreased)
by utilizing the absolute value of the difference between the supporting and attacking strength to obtain a strength score
which is likely closer to 1 (respectively, 0).

• Finally, to calculate the strength value of a new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic with a  = s0, k attacking
arguments having strength sa = s1,s2,....,sk, and l supporters arguments of strength ss = s′1,s

′

2,....,s
′

l, is defined as:

Strengtℎ_Score(b) = Str(Com(s0,Agr(s1, s2, ...., sk),Agr(s
′

1, s
′

2, ...., s
′

l))) (3)
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Where b ∈  , , or  . By this function, we identify the strength of new features, issues, or the main discussion topics
identified and captured in the user conversation. The function is adopted from the Cocarascu & Toni20 approach. The
strength values are calculated by valuating their supporting and attacking arguments along with their . It helps require-
ments analysts in decision-making by identifying the most important, negotiated, and prioritized new features and issues
rationale elements while keeping the rationale behind for the next release of the software application under discussion.

Additionally, we adopted heuristic rules from our previous approach27, which are further modified to identify prioritized
conflict-free new features and issues in the Reddit forum for which other users did not register supporting or attacking arguments.

Rule No 1. If ( ai,aj) ∈ Ralt, aj is a new feature, then setalt= {ai} ∪ {aj}. It is considered conflict-free when an argument is iden-
tified as a new feature, and there is no attacking argument. It is by definition of requirements-related arguments and
argumentation theory.

Rule No 2. If ( ai,aj) ∈ Riss, aj is an issue or a challenge, then setiss= {ai} ∪ {aj}. Also, it is considered conflict-free when an
argument is identified as an issue, and there is no attacking argument. It is by the definition of requirements-related
arguments and argumentation theory.

Rule No 3. If the identified new features or issues did not receive any attacking or supporting arguments, their strength would be
considered as the default  value. It is by definition of requirements-related arguments and argumentation theory (the
grounded arguments are always considered conflict-free and are included in the conflict-free arguments set).

Rule No 4. If the strength value of the identified new features or issues is equal to or greater than the default value, it is considered
winning requirements-related information. By the definition of argumentation theory and requirements-related arguments,
many supporting arguments come in response to the captured new features or issues.

Rule No 5. If the strength value of the identified new features or issues is less than the default  value. In that case, it is either
rejected or kept at a low priority due to the possible conflict between the end-user comments in the Reddit forum. It is
by definition of argumentation theory and requirements-related arguments, where many attacking arguments arrive in
response to the captured new features or issues.

Below, we explained how the extended form (CrowdRE-VArg) of the QuAD and DF-QuAD frameworks is employed in RE
and forum context with an actual crowd-user conversation snippet taken from the Reddit forum.

4.2 Running Example to demonstrate the CrowdRE-VArg Approach (A Case Study)
To reach a rationale requirements decision, we selected a crowd-users discussion snippet from topic 1 (shown in Table 2 ) to
demonstrate the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach. We choose similar discussion topics to elaborate and evaluate the proposed
CrowdRE-VArg approach that has been used in our past work27. The crowd-users discussion thread is shown in Figure. 3 ,
in which crowd-user demands a new feature (denoted by “a0” ) to change the design interface of the Google Map mobile
application, against which other end-users give supporting and attacking arguments, hence results in argumentation. In the
previous studies, it has been identified that crowd-users often suggest new features and report hot issues faced by them while
using the software application in the Reddit forum28,3. To make the CrowdRE-VArg approach effective, we need to convert
the end-user conversation snippet, as shown in Figure. 3 to an argumentation tree, as depicted in Figure. 4 , to make the
data parsable for the CrowdRE-VArg approach. For this purpose, in our previous research work, we proposed an algorithm27,
which automatically converts user discussion in the Reddit forum to an argumentation tree. To better understand the proposed
CrowdRE-VArg, we manually converted the crowd-user conversation into an argumentation tree by assigning “Tag” to each
user comment, as shown in the Figure. 3 . In the argumentation graph of crowd-user comment, the symbol (⇝) represents a
supporting relation, the symbol (→) shows an attacking relation, and the symbol (⤏) shows a new feature relation between the
corresponding user comments, as shown in the Figure. 4 .
To support the CrowdRE-VArg approach, we developed and designed certain rules to help negotiate the conflicts over the

new features or issues between the different crowd-users on the run by finding a settlement that would satisfy the involved
end-users in the ongoing discussion in the Reddit forum. For this purpose, to support the rationale-based requirements decision-
making, we need a certain method, which will assign a quantitative valuation, referred to as a strength function, that answers
each node in the argumentation tree. The strength function for any user comment (b) in the argumentation tree is defined as,
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Discussion Topic:
Google Map is testing a combined Comute Tab  to replace driving and transit 

Label: Feature User: Gordo, Tag=a0 Votes: 27 points
Can’t they just rename the tab dynamically based on whether you selected drive or 
public transport in the “how to get to work?” question they asked you? This is 
how Google Assistant handles things

Label: Claim-supporting User: Skoll, Tag=a4 Votes: 10 points
I know a lot of people who live in a brdroom community, drive to transit line, an 
then take the train into the city. This solution seems perfect for that mix

Label: Claim-attacking User: Gordopepe, Tag=a1 Votes: 27 points
They only could afford two tabs and assistant is a different team/product and you 
know that impossible for google to have a good integration....

Label: Claim-attacking User: Danhakimi, Tag=a2 Votes: 6 points
If you use public transportation to get to work, probably don’t ask google maps 
about it. You already know your....i don’t want anything that google can guess for 
me, i just want to pick.

Label: Claim-supporting User: Belgrad, Tag=a7 Votes: 5 points
I hate how it keeps badgering me to put in a work address. I work from home

Label: Claim-supporting User: SkollFenrison, Tag=a5 Votes: 12 points
They are allocationg team members to 3 different new chat apps

Label: Claim-supporting User: Senil888, Tag=a6 Votes: 2 points
Probably more that that even

Label: Claim-supporting User: SlitScan, Tag=a8 Votes: 3 points
Drives me nuts too, I work freelance for a dozen different companies and my 
start of day can be anywhere from 8am to 11pm...........

Label: Claim-supporting User: Belgrad, Tag=a9 Votes: 1 points
That’s the hilarious thing. Google employees in SF largely don’t even drive. 
Some of them work at the office on the Embarcadero while at the......

Label: Feature User: SlitScan, Tag=a10 Votes: 1 points
What they should do is leave it alone. Until they figure out a good ui for 
multimodal, make bus stops and train stations icon visible....

Label: Feature User: Belgrad, Tag=a11 Votes: 1 points
.......I wish i could specify how I plan to travel to calender events and possibly 
letting it learn over time when i correct it......

Label: Claim-attacking User: SlitScan, Tag=a3 Votes: 4 points
What if I’m not going to work? or i don’t work in the same cubical farm..

FIGURE 3 Users’ discussion about a design alternative

Strength_Score(b) = Str(Com( s0, Com(s1,s2,....,sk), Com (s′1,s
′

2,....,s
′

l))), which is explained in detailed in section 4.1. The
final strength of the user comment, new feature, or issue in the argumentation tree depends on its  and the final strength of its
attacking and supporting arguments. Therefore, for the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, we adopted a bottom-up approach
to combine these three elements and make rationale-based requirements decisions. We assume the for all the user comments
b ∈ ( ∪  ∪  ∪Atk ∪Supp), ((b) = 0.5. We will use the same () score for all the arguments, new features, and issues
in the argumentation tree constructed from the user comments in the Reddit forum.
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a0 a1

a2

a3

a4

a5 a6

a7 a8 a9 a10 a11

FIGURE 4 Bipolar Argumentation tree constructed from the users discussion in Figure 3

Thus, processing the argumentation tree using the CrowdRE-VArg framework, at the bottom, two new features are identified,
having labels “a11” and “a10”, as shown in Figure 4 . Therefore, according to Rule NO. 1 of the CrowdRE-VArg approach, these
new features are grouped as they are connected and conflict-free. Also, according to Rule No. 3, the strength of these identified
new features or design alternatives is the default value of the  , as they don’t have any attacking and supporting arguments.
Furthermore, to identify the strength of the new feature “a0” using equation 3, we gradually valuated its supporting and attacking
arguments by following a bottom-up approach. For this purpose, we first need to identify an argument strength aggregation and
combination, as explained in equation 1 and 2, respectively with  (a) = s0. For example, using equation 1 and 2, we identify
the strength of an argument “a8” in the bipolar argumentation tree, as shown in Figure 4 , to calculate the strength of a new
feature “a0”, as follow:
Strength_Score(a8) = Str(Com(0.5, Agr(), Agr (s9))), in this case, we don’t have attacking arguments, therefore, Agr() is

represented with no arguments. Now computing this, using equation 1 and 2, we get the strength value of a8 = 0.75. By similar
way, we can identify the strength value of the new feature a0 proposed by crowd-users against the main discussion topic in the
Reddit forum, such as:
Strength_Score(a0) = Str(Com(0.5, Agr(s1,s2,s3), Agr (s4))), computing the values we get, Strength_Score(a0) =

Str(Com(0.5, Agr(0.875,0.5,0.937), Agr (0.5))). Now, using the aggregation function, shown in equation 1, we identify the
strength of a0 supporting and attacking arguments, respectively. By doing so we get, sa= 1- (1-0.875)(1-0.5)(1-0.937)= 0.996
and ss= 1-(1-0.5)= 0.5. Next, using combination function, shown in equation 2, we can identify the strength value of the new
feature “a0”, based on the values of sa and ss. In this case, sa > ss, as 0.996 > 0.5, therefore, Strength_Score(a0) = 0.5 -
(0.5*(|0.5-0.996|)) = 0.252. The proposed CrowdRE-VArg framework identifies the strength value of a new feature or design
alternative “a0” proposed against the main discussion topic in the Reddit forum by gradually valuating its supporting and attack-
ing arguments while keeping the rationale behind. The new feature with the strength value 0.252 may be discarded or kept
at a low priority (Rule No. 5). The CrowdRE-VArg framework gives weightage to each crowd-user feedback in the argumen-
tation tree when performing argumentation-based requirements decision-making, which improves end-user confidence in the
software application under discussion. Additionally, it makes the requirements decision-making process transparent by docu-
menting its rationale and providing a prioritized list of new features, design alternatives, and issues rationale elements. Similarly,
the CrowdRE-VArg framework calculates an accumulated strength value of the main discussion topic (root node) by gradually
valuating its supporting and attacking arguments and all other remaining alternative features or issues in response to the main
discussion in the Reddit forum. Finally, we get a prioritized list of the designed alternatives, new features, or hot issues with
quantified strength values. The strength values of the identified new features, design alternatives, or issues close to 1 have been
given high priority and vice-versa. It will help requirements analysts and software developers by giving more importance and
preference to the high-priority new features or issues in the next release of the software application.

5 AUTOMATICALLY CLASSIFYING USER COMMENTS

On social media platforms, end-users submit the bulk of user comments, such as on Twitter; end-users send around 500M
messages in a single day59. At the same time, in the Reddit forum, there are 199 million active crowd-users post and 430 million
active users as of 201947. Also, Pagano et al.60 found in an empirical research study that mobile apps in play stores received
approximately 23 user reviews per day while the other popular mobile apps, such as Facebook and Twitter, etc. receive on
average 4275 user reviews per day. Previously, to elaborate the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach with the actual crowd-user
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conversation in the Reddit forum,we selected a discussion topic (“GoogleMaps is testing a combined commute to replace driving
and transit”) shown in Table. 2 that contains only 72 user comments, and it’s easy to manage it manually. This example also
serves as a proof-of-concept case for the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach. In contrast, most discussion topics in the Reddit
forum contain many end-users comments, which in-turns become difficult, and challenging to manage manually. In particular,
for the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, we combined six similar discussion topics on the Google Maps mobile application,
resulting in 3046 user comments. Therefore, we require various ML algorithms to monitor their performance in automatically
classifying crowd-users feedback into different rationale and requirements elements that are identified previously in section 3.5.
For this purpose, we conducted two experiments; firstly, the end-user statements in the data set are classified into new features,
claims, and issue rationale elements. Secondly, a sentiment analysis approach is applied to the user comments identified as
claim-rational elements to capture the crowd-user opinions, i.e., supporting, attacking, or neutral. We require to do so, as the
CrowdRE-VArg approach operates on label data set to reach a settlement and negotiate the conflicts arrived on the captured new
feature, issues, or the main discussion topics. The detailed process of ML experiments is shown in Figure. 1 .

5.1 Classifying Crowd-Users Feedback into Claims, Issues, or New Features
This experiment employs different classifiers to automatically capture and classify end-users feedback into the various rationale
and requirements elements, i-e, new features, issues, and claims. In our previous published work28, it is identified that the claim
rationale element occurs in a high percentage (62%) as compared to other rationale elements. Therefore, we decided first to
classify the end-user feedback into new features, issues, and claim rationale elements. Secondly, we consider only those user
comments that will be identified as the claim rationale element. The details are given below:

5.1.1 Setup
To run the first experiment of fine-grained classification, we select eight ML algorithms to compare their performance in clas-
sifying end-user feedback into the different rationale and requirements elements. The classifiers selected for this purpose are
Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forests (RF), Multilayer Perceptron Classifier (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Naive Bayes Multinomial(MNB), Decision Tree (DT), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and Bernoulli Naive Bayes (BNB). We
selected these algorithms for the ML classification due to their good performance and popularity on textual data sets61,62,63,64.

5.1.2 Text Pre-Processing
The text preprocessing step of the CrowdRE-VArg approach takes single end-user feedback in the data set as an input string. We
performed extensive NLP activities in the text preprocessing step to clean the data set and possibly improve the performance
of the ML classifiers. For this purpose, we first eliminate the HTML tags in the end-user feedback if there are any. Then, it
removes the URLs present inside the end-user comments. Next, in the preprocessing pipeline, three basic filtering steps are
applied to the end-user comments, such as 1) eliminating all types of brackets if there are any, 2) eliminating special symbols
and characters, and 3) removing bad characters in the end-user comments. Next, we replaced the auxiliary verbs and other
frequently used abbreviations in the data set with their full form. For this purpose, we created a python dictionary, where the
auxiliary verbs and abbreviations are put as a key in the dictionary. In contrast, their corresponding full form is put as a value in
the python dictionary. For example, the auxiliary verb “isnt” is replaced with “is not”, “afaik” is replaced with “as far as i know”,
etc. Next, we converted the end-user comments text into lower case characters and divided each user’s comments into tokens.
Finally, a lemmatization technique of NLP is applied to the end-user comments to reduce the words to their root. Its purpose
is to normalize the text in the user comments of the data set. Furthermore, we decided not to remove stop words from the user
comments in the data set. While manually analyzing and annotating the user comments, some stop words are frequently used to
represent end-user intentions. For example, the stop words “would” and “will” were used as a possible indicator for new feature
or design alternatives, the stop words “does”, “isn’t”, and “did” were used as an indicator to represent issues in the data set.

5.1.3 Features Engineering
We identified potential features for theML classifiers by reviewing relevant literature on Reddit forum comments, app store feed-
back, and tweet analytics18,61. We adopted Bag of words (BOW) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF_IDF)
textual features for each ML algorithm widely used textual features identified in the literature with better performance62. In the
BOW approach, a dictionary of all the words in the corpus is created. For each user comment in the data set, the frequency of
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each word is counted. The (TF_IDF) approach works on the principle that high-frequency words in the corpus may not provide
much high information gain. In contrast, rare words in the corpus may contribute more weight to the classifiers. For this purpose,
we utilize CountVectorizer and TfidfVectorizer methods of scikit-learn iii python library for BOW and (TF_IDF), respectively.
Secondly, we adopted the N-gram, the most widely used textual feature that groups together a continuous sequence of N-tokens
in a user comment. We adopted “ngram_range” parameter of TfidfVectorizer having values (1,3) as the minimum and maxi-
mum length of the words in the corpus. We apply these settings with each classifier to capture and identify the common patterns
of words that appear together in the corpus, which can be a possible indicator of the presence of intentional elements in the
end-user comments. For example, “wish to”, and “I want a” phrases might be considered as possible indicators for a new fea-
ture element in the data set. Wheres, the phrases “Is this”, and “not sure how” are considered as the possible indicators for an
issue rationale element in the data set. We also checked the performance of each ML classifier by using both “char” and “word”
analyzer together with the ngram of the TfidfVectorizer method.
In literature, Part-of-speech (POS) tagging has been used as a possible textual feature of the classification algorithms that

can enhance the classifier performance65. For example, end-users usually use past tense verbs in their comments to report a
previous user experience, specifically a past problem or issue with the software application. Whereas end-users typically use a
verb with future tense to elaborate on a hypothetical situation, i-e, suggest a new feature or design alternatives. For this purpose,
we tag the type of verbs in each user’s comments using the TextBlob library of python, which is used to perform common NLP
tasks such as POS tagging, sentiment analysis, classification, etc. The verbs used in the experiment are MD (Model auxiliary,
i-e, may, should), VB (base form, i-e, think), VBZ (3rd person, present, i-e, he thinks), VBP (1st person, present, i-e, I think ),
VBD (past tense, i-e, they thought), VBN (past participle, i-e, A sunken ship), and VBG (present participle, i-e, thinking is fun).
When training the ML algorithms, the presence or absence of each verb tag in the user comment was used as a text feature.
Besides the verb tags, we trialed other POS taggers as text features in the ML classifiers. It was identified by manually analyz-

ing the POS tags in the user comments that not all tags have a meaningful correlation to the different end-user comment classes.
In contrast, the tags CD (cardinal digit), MNP, and WRB (wh-adverb, i-e, how) are identified to have a meaningful correlation
to the various rationale classes. Additionally, we employ topic modeling as a textual feature with the different ML classifiers to
find the hidden semantic structure in the user comments. We apply the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)66 algorithm of topic
modeling, which has been widely adopted in software and requirements engineering to probabilistically process a large amount
of crowd-user data in the social media platforms and cluster similar groups of requirements-related information together in a
supervised manner2. For this purpose, we used the powerful “gensim” python library to create the bigram representation of the
crowd-users reviews. To train the LDA algorithm, we need to provide a control variable to display several topics in the textual
corpus, referred to as “K”. In our case, we choose the value of "K=20". This topic model vector will be used as a textual feature
for every user comment with the different ML algorithms to identify the performance of the classifiers in identifying rationale
elements in the user comments. To make the LDA algorithm perform better, we remove the most common (stop words) and
rarest words in the textual corpus.

5.1.4 Data Imbalance
Since we are developing multiple classifiers with several classification labels, and for any single classification class, the number
of crowd-user comments in that class (minority class) is outnumbered by the crowd-users comments in all the other classification
classes (majority class). It can force the ML classifier to become biased, resulting in most, if not all, of the crowd-user comments
being identified or classified as the majority class. Also, the imbalanced data set for the text classification problem is considered
one of the technical issues and challenges in supervised ML.67.
The developed research data set of end-users comment is also quite imbalanced, as, while labeling the crowd-user comments,

the majority (68%) of user’s comments were identified as “claims” rationale element, 22% of user comments were identified as
new features, and 10% of crowd-users comments were identified as issues. The ML classifiers can be artificially re-balanced by
either under-sampling the majority class or oversampling the minority class to resolve this issue. In the over-sampling approach,
additional sentences are added to the training sample by automatically generating minority sentences or re-sampling the existing
sentences in the minority class. While in the under-sampling approach, some of the sentences in the majority class are discarded
to balance the data across different classification labels.
For the CrowdRE-VArg approach, we experimented with both under-sampling and over-sampling techniques to identify the

best methodology to re-balance the data and optimize the performance of ML algorithms in classifying user comments into

iiihttps://scikit-learn.org/stable/accessed on 22-04-2021

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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TABLE 6 Most accurate classifiers to mine user comments from Reddit forum

Rationale Codes Classifier and Features Used Data Balancing P R F1

Claims
LR + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs SMOTE 0.752 0.600 0.666
MNB + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.845 0.462 0.596
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Under Sampler 0.805 0.555 0.656
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.782 0.782 0.753
SVM + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.753 0.730 0.735
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.789 0.730 0.757
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.781 0.751 0.764
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.823 0.580 0.679
DT + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.748 0.685 0.715
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.806 0.712 0.755
MLP + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs ADASYN 0.747 0.671 0.704
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTETomek 0.807 0.719 0.760
MLP + Scaler + POS + ngram + LDA Topic modeling SMOTETomek 0.727 0.458 0.559
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams ADASYN 0.800 0.711 0.751
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams ADASYN 0.808 0.703 0.751
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTEENN 0.824 0.499 0.620

New Features
LR + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs SMOTE 0.444 0.540 0.481
MNB + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.393 0.735 0.507
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Under Sampler 0.475 0.526 0.494
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.527 0.575 0.540
SVM + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.439 0.451 0.435
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.524 0.587 0.546
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.528 0.573 0.540
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.420 0.605 0.491
DT + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.390 0.454 0.416
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.493 0.603 0.538
MLP + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs ADASYN 0.474 0.529 0.491
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTETomek 0.497 0.592 0.536
MLP + Scaler + POS + ngram + LDA Topic modeling SMOTETomek 0.337 0.455 0.382
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams ADASYN 0.516 0.603 0.549
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams ADASYN 0.486 0.592 0.530
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTEENN 0.393 0.683 0.495

Issue
LR + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs SMOTE 0.246 0.408 0.301
MNB + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.249 0.415 0.308
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Under Sampler 0.237 0.584 0.333
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.332 0.380 0.347
SVM + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.389 0.400 0.377
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.375 0.433 0.394
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.384 0.390 0.380
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.415 0.733 0.526
DT + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.454 0.539 0.490
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.483 0.583 0.523
MLP + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs ADASYN 0.266 0.344 0.293
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTETomek 0.492 0.607 0.539
MLP + Scaler + POS + ngram + LDA Topic modeling SMOTETomek 0.123 0.304 0.174
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams ADASYN 0.372 0.460 0.402
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams ADASYN 0.481 0.592 0.530
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTEENN 0.389 0.665 0.487
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different rationale elements. For this purpose, we adopted the existing state-of-the-art approaches to re-balance the data by either
adding or removing the samples, i-e SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique)68, ADASYN69 for over-sampling
approaches, while Random Under-sampling70 and Tomek Link71 techniques are used for under-sampling. Furthermore, we also
employed advanced data re-balancing techniques by combining under-sampling and over-sampling techniques, i-e, SMOTEENN
(SMOTE of over-sampling and Edited Nearest Neighbor (ENN) of under-sampling)70,72 and SMOTETomek72.

5.1.5 Training and Evaluation of the Machine Learning Algorithms
To train and validate the ML classifiers, we applied the standard 10-fold cross-validation techniques over the crowd-users data
set containing the user conversation about the Google Maps mobile application (last six discussion topics) in the Reddit forum
shown in Table. 2 , where 9 folds of the cross-validation are used to train the ML algorithms while the remaining 1-fold is
used for the validation purpose of the classifiers. The training and testing process is repeated 10 times by rotating the testing
and training folds. The evaluation for the ML classifiers is computed and reported by calculating the average results among the
10 runs of cross-validation. To evaluate the performance of the ML classifiers, we employ the standard evaluation metrics, i.e.,
Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-measure (F1). The P and R for the ML classifiers are calculated as:

Pk =
TPk

TPk + FPk
Rk =

TPk

TPk + FNkWhere TPk is the number of end-users feedback that is correctly classified as the type of k, FPk is the number of end-users
feedback that is wrongly classified as the type of k. At the same time,FNk is the number of end-users feedbackwrongly classified
as not the type of k where F1 is the harmonic mean of the P and R.

5.1.6 Results for Fine-Grained Classification
Table 6 shows the average 10-fold cross-validation results for various ML algorithms to classify users’ comments in the Reddit
forum into claims, new features, and issues rationale elements. The classification results are presented for each rationale element
by combining textual features with the corresponding ML algorithm that gives the best results. The experimental results show
that ML classifiers using over-sampling re-balancing approaches outer-performs under-sampling re-balancing approaches in
most cases. The possible reason might be the loss of important information in discarding samples when performing under-
sampling. Furthermore, at times the hybrid re-balancing techniques (SMOTETomek and SMOTEENN) performed better with
the LR classifier, particularly when classifying “issue” rationale element.
Overall, the LR and MLP classifiers outer-perform the other ML classifiers by achieving better recall, precision, and f-

measure in classifying user comments into the claims, new features, and issue rationale elements. BothMLP and LR classifiers
gives the best average f-measure scores for classifying claim rationale element, i.e., 0.764 and 0.760 respectively. Similarly,
Both MLP and LR classifiers gives the best average f-measure scores for classifying new feature and issue rationale elements
using the over-sampling re-balancing approach, i.e., 0.540, 0.549 for new feature and 0.523, 0.539 for issue rationale element
respectively. Furthermore, we didn’t get better results by employing LDA topic modeling as a textual feature with the different
ML classifiers to find the hidden semantic structure in the user comments. One reason might be the data sparsity, as the crowd-
user conversations in the Reddit forum are quite diverse; the topics selected by the LDA algorithm from the textual corpus do
not represent the meaningful information for the rationale elements. To reach the root cause of low performance, such as low
precision, etc., we need to introduce other evaluation metrics, i.e., confusion metric, Receiver operating characteristic (ROC),
Area Under Curve (ROC), and mean absolute error where the main purpose is to minimize the False Negative and False Positive.
However, we showed a classification result for each rationale element by employing an ML algorithm with LDA topic modeling
textual feature in Table 6 , whereas the results obtained are comparatively degraded to the results obtained with other ML
algorithms having various textual features. Based on the experimental results as shown in Table 6 , we can choose either LR or
MLP classifier as the best algorithm to classify user comments in the Reddit forum into claims, new features, or issues rationale
elements. The best textual features with the corresponding ML algorithm that results in the best classification results are also
shown in Table 6 .

5.2 Sentiment Analysis
In the first experiment of the CrowdRE-VArg approach, we classify user comments in the Reddit forum into claims, new features,
and issues rationale elements. In contrast, the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach identifies conflict-free new features or issues
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TABLE 7 Most accurate classifiers to identify sentiments user comments in the Reddit forum

Rationale Codes Classifier and Features Used Data Balancing P R F1

Claims-attacking
LR + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs SMOTE 0.353 0.452 0.393
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.427 0.494 0.450
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Under Sampler 0.397 0.575 0.464
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.419 0.482 0.444
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.393 0.608 0.473
LR + TF-IDF + POS+ verbs + analyzer = ’word’ TomekLinks 0.474 0.308 0.367
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.380 0.557 0.445
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.391 0.449 0.410
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.401 0.423 0.403
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Over Sampler 0.435 0.498 0.456
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTETomek 0.424 0.482 0.444
RF + Scaler + POS + ngram + LDA Topic modeling SMOTETomek 0.345 0.392 0.361
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Over Sampler 0.429 0.471 0.444
SVM + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Over Sampler 0.447 0.248 0.310
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ TomekLinks 0.452 0.326 0.368

Claim-Neutral
LR + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs SMOTE 0.501 0.389 0.434
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.558 0.534 0.539
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Under Sampler 0.560 0.488 0.515
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.547 0.527 0.532
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.528 0.435 0.472
LR + TF-IDF + POS+ verbs + analyzer = ’word’ TomekLinks 0.531 0.616 0.561
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.546 0.499 0.515
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.539 0.562 0.542
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.535 0.518 0.515
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Over Sampler 0.565 0.537 0.544
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTETomek 0.554 0.543 0.542
RF + Scaler + POS + ngram + LDA Topic modeling SMOTETomek 0.473 0.466 0.464
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Over Sampler 0.549 0.529 0.532
SVM + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Over Sampler 0.523 0.695 0.586
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ TomekLinks 0.538 0.593 0.555

Claim-Supporting
LR + Countvectorizer + POS + verbs SMOTE 0.511 0.533 0.513
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.557 0.520 0.529
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Under Sampler 0.552 0.450 0.491
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTE 0.541 0.514 0.522
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.545 0.432 0.478
LR + TF-IDF + POS+ verbs + analyzer = ’word’ TomekLinks 0.540 0.595 0.555
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Under Sampler 0.506 0.393 0.439
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.528 0.455 0.483
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams SMOTE 0.516 0.510 0.508
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ R. Over Sampler 0.561 0.536 0.540
LR + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ SMOTETomek 0.559 0.522 0.531
RF + Scaler + POS + ngram + LDA Topic modeling SMOTETomek 0.408 0.374 0.385
LR + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’word’ + ngrams R. Over Sampler 0.551 0.546 0.541
SVM + TF-IDF + POS + analyzer = ’char’ + ngrams R. Over Sampler 0.530 0.522 0.515
MLP + TF-IDF + POS + verbs + analyzer = ’word’ TomekLinks 0.533 0.590 0.547
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by gradually valuating the relative strength of their supporting and attacking arguments to reach rationale-based requirements
decisions for the next release of the market-driven software application. For this purpose, we need to identify the sentiments
(positive, negative, or neutral) associated with those crowd-user comments in the corpus, which are identified as claim rationale
elements.

5.2.1 Setup for Sentiment Analysis
For this ML experiment, we employ the same classifiers and experimental setup used in the previous experiment, as described
in section 5.1.1. In this experiment, the claims rationale element is further classified into supporting-claims, attacking-claims,
or neutral-claims to identify conflict-free new features or issues and their associated strength values. The ML experiment is
conducted in the same Python environment.

5.2.2 Results for Sentiment analysis classification
The average 10-fold cross-validation results for different ML algorithms to identify the sentiments of user comments in the
Reddit forum by classifying the captured claims rationale element into claim-attacking, claim-supporting, and claim-neutral
rationale elements are shown in Table 7 . The classification results are presented for each sentiment type to combine textual
features with the corresponding ML algorithm that gives the best results. The experimental results show that the ML classifiers
perform better with the data re-balancing approaches, i-e, under-sampling and over-sampling approaches. However, in some
cases, under-sampling techniques perform relatively better than the over-sampling approaches, i-e, “TomekLinks” gives the
best recall and F1 values with “LR and MLP” algorithms for classifying claim-supporting rationale elements. Furthermore,
the hybrid re-balancing technique “SMOTETomek” performed better with the MLP and LR classifiers when classifying the
“claims” rationale element into claim-attacking, claim-supporting, and claim-neutral rationale elements. In contrast, we did not
get better results with the “SMOTEENN” hybrid re-balancing technique. Hence, we didn’t report the results.
In a nutshell, the LR andMLP classifiers outer-performs the other ML classifiers by achieving better recall, precision, and f-

measure in identifying the sentiments of crowd-user comments in the Reddit forum. BothMLP and LR classifiers gives the best
average F-measure scores for classifying claim-attacking rationale element, i-e, 0.473 and 0.464 respectively. The F1 values for
the claim-attacking rationale element are not much high. One possible reason might be that the attacking-claims are only 543,
compared to neutral-claims and supporting-claims, which are 777 and 742, respectively. For claim-neutral rationale element,
the SVM classifier gives the highest F-measure value, i-e 0.586, followed by the LR andMLP algorithms that gives 0.561 and
0.555. Finally, similar to the claim-attacking rationale element, both LR and MLP classifiers gives the best average f-measure
scores for classifying claim-supporting rationale element while using the under-sampling re-balancing approach (TomekLink),
i-e, 0.555, 0.547 respectively. Furthermore, we comparatively get better results when employing LDA topic modeling as a
textual feature with the different ML to identify the sentiments associated with the crowd-user comments in the Reddit forum
by classifying the claims rationale elements into claim-supporting, claim-attacking, and claim-neutral rationale elements, as
compared to the classification of user comments to claims, new feature, and issue rationale elements. We showed a classification
result for each sentiment element by employing an ML algorithm with LDA topic modeling textual feature in Table 7 , whereas
the results obtained are comparatively degraded to the results obtained with other ML algorithms with distant textual features.
Amongst the different ML algorithms, the RF classifier gives the best results with the LDA topic modeling textual feature, as
shown in Table 7 . Based on the experimental results as shown in Table 6 , we can choose either LR or MLP classifier as a
best algorithm to classify crowd-user comments in the Reddit forum into claim-attacking, claim-supporting, or claim-neutral
rationale elements. The best textual features with the corresponding ML algorithm that results in the best classification results
are depicted in Table 6 .

6 AUTOMATED VALUATION-BASE REQUIREMENTS ARGUMENTATION AND
DECISION-MAKING

Although the crowd-user comments in the Reddit forums may represent a small subset of end-users that would frequently
contribute to the development and improvement of the market-driven software, certain crowd-users contribute rationale and
requirements-related information in the Reddit forum more often. It has proven that analysis of crowd-users feedbacks on the
social media platforms can help software and requirements analysts to capture the conflicting viewpoints and make informed
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Algorithm 1 An Algorithm for Automated CrowdRE-VArg
Input: a Tree of user comments with n nodes
Output: Strength value for each identified new feature, issue, or main discussion argument
1: function COMMENTS_AGGREGATION(child_tree)
2: child_node_values = []
3: if child_tree == [] then
4: total_aggregation_child = 0
5: return total_aggregation_child
6: else
7: for child in child_tree do
8: Father_tree= Get the parent-tree of the current child
9: for node in range(0, len(Father_tree)) do

10: if node == (len(Father_tree)-1) then
11: child_node_values.append(Father_tree[node])
12: end if
13: end for
14: aggregation_child = 1
15: for value in child_node_values do
16: aggregation_child = aggregation_child * (1 - value)
17: end for
18: total_aggregation_child = 1 - aggregation_child
19: return total_aggregation_child
20: end for
21: end if
22: end function
23: function COMMENTS_COMBINATION(Vs, Va)
24: BS= 0.5
25: if Va == Vs then
26: child_tree_N= get supporting and attacking nodes of “N”
27: Update_child_tree= ASSIGN_VALUATION(child_tree_N,BS)
28: end if
29: if Va > Vs then
30: sub_combination = Vs -Va
31: if sub_combination < 0 then
32: sub_combination = sub_combination * (-1)
33: end if
34: combination = BS - (BS * sub_combination)
35: child_tree_N= get supporting and attacking nodes of “N”
36: Update_child_tree= ASSIGN_VALUATION(child_tree_N,BS)
37: end if
38: if Va < Vs then
39: sub_combination = Vs -Va
40: if sub_combination < 0 then
41: sub_combination = sub_combination * (-1)
42: end if
43: combination = BS + ((1 - BS) * sub_combination)
44: child_tree_N= get supporting and attacking nodes of “N”
45: Update_child_tree= ASSIGN_VALUATION(child_tree_N,BS)
46: end if
47: end function
48: function ASSIGN_VALUATION(child_tree, valuation)
49: for child in range(0, len(child_tree)) do
50: if valuation != None then
51: if child == (len(child_tree)-1) then
52: child_tree[child]= valuation
53: return child_tree
54: end if
55: else
56: if child == (len(child_tree)-1) then
57: valuation = child_tree[child]
58: return valuation
59: end if
60: end if
61: end for
62: end function
63: father_children = Get Level Order Traversal of Tree O
64: for each node N in O do
65: S_Set[node] = {N’s child nodes who support N}
66: N_Set[node] = {N’s child nodes who attack N}
67: S_N_Set[node] = {N’s child nodes of parent node N}
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68: end for
69: for each node N in S_N_Set do
70: append the Base Score (BS) to each node of S_N_Set
71: end for
72: T_reverse = reverse the tree of user comments (O)
73: for each node N in T_reverse do
74: // C is a node classifier
75: if C(N) == ’issue’ or C(N) == ’new feature’ then
76: child_tree = Get child tree of Node N
77: len_child_tree= len(child_tree)
78: if len_child_tree <= 1 then
79: print the total strength of the new feature of issue as en_child_tree[0]
80: else
81: get_S_childs = get supporting nodes of “N”
82: get_N_childs = get attacking nodes of “N”
83: total_aggregation_S= COMMENTS_AGGREGATION(get_S_childs)
84: total_aggregation_A= COMMENTS_AGGREGATION(get_N_childs)
85: Vs = total_aggregation_S, Va= total_aggregation_N
86: COMMENTS_COMBINATION(Vs, Va)
87: child_tree = Get child tree of Node N
88: valuation = None
89: child_tree= ASSIGN_VALUATION(child_tree,valuation)
90: print the total strength of the new feature of issue
91: end if
92: else
93: if C(N) == ’claim’ then
94: f = Get value N.parent [N]
95: if N in father_children then
96: if R(f,N) == ’attack’ or R(f,N) == ’support’ or N == root node then
97: get_S_childs = get supporting nodes of “N”
98: get_N_childs = get attacking nodes of “N”
99: total_aggregation_S= COMMENTS_AGGREGATION(get_S_childs)
100: total_aggregation_A= COMMENTS_AGGREGATION(get_N_childs)
101: end if
102: Vs = total_aggregation_S, Va= total_aggregation_N
103: COMMENTS_COMBINATION(Vs, Va)
104: if N == root node then
105: valuation = None
106: child_tree= ASSIGN_VALUATION(child_tree,valuation)
107: print the total strength of the root node
108: end if
109: end if
110: end if
111: end if
112: end for

requirements decision-making27. However, manually processing the crowd-users feedback in the Reddit forum to reach a certain
consensus is a tedious and time-consuming task due to the large amount of user feedback. For this purpose, we proposed an
automated CrowdRE-VArg approach, which helps to negotiate the conflicts over the identified new features or issues between
the different crowd-users on the run in the ongoing discussion by gradually valuating their supporting attacking arguments. To
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this end, in the below sub-sections, we introduce an automated CrowdRE-VArg approach and a case study of actual crowd-
users discussion in the Reddit forum used to elaborate on the proposed automated approach by finding a settlement that would
satisfy the involved crowd-users. The proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach requires the user conversation in the Reddit forum to
be converted into an argumentation tree to process each node and make certain requirements-related decisions underneath the
rationale. For this purpose, we choose an algorithm from the past work27, which takes n-number of end-users feedback from
the user conversation in the Reddit forum as input and after processing outputs as an argumentation tree.

6.1 Algorithm to automate CrowdRE-VArg framework
The algorithm. 1 automatically identifies the strength of the captured new features or issues by gradually valuating their sup-
porting and attacking arguments. The algorithm implements the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach and semantics inspired
by GVBA, QuAD, ESAAF, and DF-QuAD. It gives a prioritized list of new features or issues by identifying the strength
value of each rationale element captured against the main discussion topic. Also, it captures the strength value of the main
discussion topic by valuating its supporting and attacking arguments helping software and requirements engineers to under-
stand the crowd-users opinions about the ongoing discussion topic. The algorithm takes a “crowd-user comments tree” of
infinite depth and breadth as an input while returning the strength value with each identified new feature, issue, or the main
discussion topic. For this purpose, an n-level-tree (both depth and breadth) is constructed automatically from the end-users
feedback based on the “Comment_Id”, and “Parent_Id”, which will be saved as a Python Dictionary, where each node and
sub-node will be represented as a “Key”, and the children of the corresponding node or sub-node will be represented as “Val-
ues”. The automated tree of the crowd-users comments from in the Reddit forum is constructed with an algorithm proposed in
our previous work27. Three separate python dictionaries are created that contain supporting arguments, attacking arguments,
and both supporting and attacking arguments, respectively, for each node in the argumentation tree, if they have any. Accord-
ing to the proposed CrowdRE-VArg, a BS of “0.5” is assigned with each node in the argumentation tree, which is considered
pivotal in requirements decision-making, particularly in requirements prioritization and negotiations. As discussed earlier, the
CrowdRE-VArg framework works on the principle of a bottom-up approach; therefore, the argumentation tree of the crowd-
user comments is reversed. The Algorithm 1, is comprised of three main functions, i-e, “COMMENTS_AGGREGATION”,
“COMMENTS_COMBINATION”, and “ASSIGN_VALUATION”. The “COMMENTS_AGGREGATION” function, imple-
ments the arguments aggregation function, as described in equation 1. To identify the strength of a new feature, issue, or the
main discussion topic, we separately call the “COMMENTS_AGGREGATION” function to identify the aggregated value of
their supporting and attacking arguments for each identified new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic, as explained in
equation 1. After identifying the aggregated supporting and attacking values for each new feature, issue, or the main discussion
topic, we call the “COMMENTS_COMBINATION” function to identify their dialectical strength based on their corresponding
aggregated supporting and attacking strength values. The “COMMENTS_COMBINATION” function implements the equation
2. While the function “ASSIGN_VALUATION” assigns the actual strength value to the captured new feature, issue, or the main
discussion topic identified through the aggregation and combination functions. Finally, the algorithm returns the new features,
issues, or the main discussion topic with the accumulated strength values by gradually valuating their supporting and attacking
arguments in the argumentation tree. As a result, one can get the prioritized list of new features, issues, or the main discussion
topic with their aggregated strength values, based on which software developers and requirements engineers can take certain
requirements-related decisions by considering the crowd-user opinions.

6.2 Elaborating the proposed CrowdRE-VArg algorithm with a running example
To elaborate on the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach, we take the first discussion topics “Google Maps is testing a combined
commute to replace driving and transit” about the Google map mobile application from the Reddit forum as an example case
(case study), shown in the Table. 2 . It works as a proof-of-concept by highlighting the advantages and feasibilities of the
proposed automated CrowdRE-VArg approach for the software and requirements engineers. Still, the proposed approach ML
experimental results need improvements as misclassification can affect the required results because of the bottom-up approach.
Also, we selected a constant  for the CrowdRE-VArg approach, and some arguments in the Reddit forum are more powerful
and important and may be assigned a higher and vice-versa. For this, we can utilize the ASPIC+ argumentation framework51
to identify the end-user comment strength and combine the value with the  to improve the validity and effectiveness of the
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CrowdRE-VArg approach. However, when experimenting with the main discussion topic annotated manually, the CrowdRE-
VArg approach identified the strength values of the conflict-free new features and issues by gradually valuating their pro and con
arguments. The automated approach significantly reduces the efforts required to identify the new features and issues with their
aggregated scores compared to the manual approach. The approach helps in improving the quality of the software applications
by incorporating the in-time feedback from the end-user in the Reddit forum.
When running the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach, it identifies 23 new features, amongst which 17 receive a default

strength value of “0.5” (in compliance with Rule No. 3 of CrowdRE-VArg) because other crowd-users did not register supporting
or attacking arguments against them. For example, “I just want to see the street names”, “I wish they had something for truckers,
like a truck route only section”, etc. The new feature “I wish Google Maps was slightly less US-centric in its feature set. Much
of the world cycle commutes. Even some Americans” earn the highest strength value “0.8125” by valuating their corresponding
supporting and attacking arguments. The detailed demonstration of how it is calculated is depicted in section 4.2. Thus, the
proposed CrowdRE-VArg approachmakes it simple and easy for the requirements and software engineers to identify conflict-free
requirements-related pivotal information and hide the complex theory behind it. Similarly, two new features get the second-
highest strength values of “0.75”, against which other end-users registered a single supporting argument. Similarly, the new
feature “can’t they just rename the tab dynamically based on whether you selected drive or public transport in the ’how to get to
work?’ question they asked you? this is how Google Assistant handles things”, earns a strength value of “0.252” by gradually
valuating a series of supporting and attacking arguments. Its strength value is the second least among the identified new features
in the discussion topic. Its pictorial representation with its supporting and attacking arguments is shown in Figure. 3 . Finally,
a new feature or alternative feature, “Citymapper does that, just set your commute start point to your park-and-ride station, and
it will tell you when you have to get to that station every morning to get to work in time” gets the least strength value of “0.25”,
as another crowd-user registered an attacking argument against it in the Reddit forum.
Similarly, the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach identifies four issues in the discussion topic, where each captured issue

receives a default strength value of “0.5” (in compliance with Rule No. 3) because other crowd-users didn’t register supporting
or attacking arguments against them. For example, “Why does Google Maps have tabs in the first place?”, “huh? it has a cycling
option”, etc. Also, the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach identifies the strength value of the main discussion topic by valuat-
ing its supporting and attacking arguments. For the first discussion topic, i-e, “Google Maps is testing a combined commute tab
to replace Driving and Transit”, the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach identifies the strength value of “0.502” by gradually
valuating the four supporting and three attacking arguments, against which other end-users gave supporting or attacking argu-
ments. For example, its supporting arguments are: “I like it”, “Good, keep it simple”, etc. While its attacking arguments are:
“Maps is getting way too bloated and uses way too much rich-media. The explore tab could be its own app” that gets a single
supporting argument “Way too bloated, I only use it to locate a place but rarely to do anything about the location, got better
apps for that.”, “i don’t know how practical it would be, especially for people that don’t drive or the others that don’t take public
transits” against which other end-users gave eleven attacking and one supporting argument, etc. This useful information for the
software developers and requirements engineers are automatically identified when taking certain requirements-related decisions
in selecting new features or improving existing features by considering the hot issues identified for the next release of the soft-
ware application under discussion. Additionally, the automated approach document the rationale for the various requirements
decision making the process transparent and user-centric by considering the end-user opinions associated with the captured new
features or issues in the Reddit forum. However, employing the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach on larger discussion topics
in the Reddit forum still requires handsome improvements in the results of the ML classifications to minimize the effect of mis-
classifications arrived due to the scarcity of the input data. Therefore, the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach might be tested
and validated with larger similar end-user data from the Reddit forum. Then, state-of-the-art deep learning (DL) algorithms
might be used to get better classification results and improve the overall performance of the CrowdRE-VArg approach.

6.3 Analysis of the proposed CrowdRE-VArg Algorithm
The main building block of the proposed approach lies in the data set, which it uses as an input that comes through the annotation
process. As explained in section 3.5, it performs better when the standard procedures are followed for the data annotation. How-
ever, it is considered one of the possible limitations of the CrowdRE-VArg approach that it operates on a specially curated and
annotated data set, i-e, the automated algorithm uses “Comment_Id”, and “Parent_Id” to recognize the possible relation between
the two follow-up crowd-user comments, which can be overcome and improved by introducing argumentation mining (AM)73
and DL algorithms, such as LSTM to detect the possible relationship between the two end-users comments automatically19. In
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section 6.2, we highlighted the advantages and feasibilities of the proposed automated CrowdRE-VArg approach for the software
and requirements engineers. However, to evaluate the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach, we have taken certain assumptions
that might affect the operation and efficiency of the proposed automated CrowdRE-VArg approach and its algorithm. Addition-
ally, it could help to identify possible anomalies in the current state-of-the-art user forums and how we can fix and improve them
to support argumentation-based requirements acquisition, which in turn help requirements analysts in making certain decisions
for the future release of the software application under consideration.
While manually analyzing the user comments on the Reddit forum, it is observed that crowd-users submit useful informa-

tion about the software application under discussion, i-e, suggest new features, ask for quality improvement, or report issues
encountered by them using the current software application. Such information is pivotal for requirements engineers in making
requirements-related decision-making, but this remains often hidden from the crowd-users and software developers due to the
many crowd-user comments submitted in the Reddit forum. Also, the crowd-user comments that gain high votes are shown first
in the discussion topic and vice-versa. In the process, the useful requirements-related information might remain hidden due to
the possible skewed voting or any other biasness, i-e, the social influence of certain crowd-users, in the Reddit forum. For this
purpose, the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach provides an opportunity to valuate each user comment based on their support-
ing and attacking arguments in the Reddit forum with the  to identify the strength value of each user comment. It would
help to bring upfront the useful requirements-related information, i-e, user comments with lower voting, by modifying the cur-
rent interface of the Reddit forum. For this purpose, employing simple yet more instinctive statistics on the alternatives, new
features, or issues captured in the ongoing user conversations in the Reddit forum underneath rationale. One can employ the
contingency tables or mosaic plots to provide an overview that highlights the rationale and requirements-related elements in
the end-user conversation and contains the argumentation and reasoning to have a clearer image for the incoming crowd-users
about the ongoing discussion topics in the Reddit forums.
We assume that the crowd-users in the Reddit forum did not get equal opportunities because the user conversations in the

forum are offline, i-e, there is no restriction on the end-users to conclude the ongoing discussion, might be a power disruption
or connectivity issue when participating in the end-user discussions. Therefore, the time frame might affect the strength values
of the captured new features, issues, or the main discussion topic identified through the CrowdRE-VArg approach in the Reddit
forum. For example, introducing a new supporting or attacking argument will change the strength value of the captured new
features, issues, or the main discussion topic, which remained unposted due to the power failure or connection loss. However, we
can control the validity of the automated CrowdRE-VArg approach by introducing a design change in the interface of the current
Reddit forum, i-e, adding a timestamp (both to and from) that will help control the strength values of the identified requirements-
related elements by controlling the timestamp. We also assume that the software rationale might help end-users understand
the complexity of the software application under discussion and comprehend the tradeoffs that users might not have to think
about, which might enhance the software application ratings. Currently, the proposed automated CrowdRE-VArg approach does
not visualize the supporting and attacking arguments highlighting conflicting user opinions on the main discussion topics, new
features or issues in the Reddit forum. Also, the algorithm can’t handle the different ways to motivate crowd-users to participate
in contributing feedback in the Reddit forum. However, we can control this validity by restructuring the ongoing discussion in
the Reddit forum, which might improve the crowd-users engagements in providing valuable feedback and visualizing the pro
and con argument for the identified requirements-related elements in the Reddit forum. For example, we can display the profiles
of the key stakeholders in the Reddit forum who are frequently contributing rationale and requirements-related information, i-e,
new features, issues, or design alternatives. Also, we can boost the end-user motivations in providing quality feedback by giving
various incentives, i-e, social recognition, cash, or vouchers.

7 DISCUSSION

This section discusses the importance of argumentation theory and rationale management for the Crowd-based requirements
engineering to achieve informed requirements decisions. Below we discuss and summarizes the research finding in detail:

7.1 CrowdRE-VArg for requirements elicitation
Our previous research findings reveal that almost 71% of the crowd-user comments in the Reddit forum contain rationale and
requirements-related information28. In comparison, a key challenge in market-driven, distributed software development projects
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is to engage different stakeholders in various RE activities with minimal effort. For instance, capturing, identifying, and avoid-
ing the possible conflicts between the culturally and physically distributed stakeholders in finalizing certain features for the next
release of the software application. It is a key issue in market-driven collaborative RE, where software application requirements
for the next release or important issues in the current version are elicited in a distributed process from geographically dis-
tributed stakeholders. Different social media platforms enable such relevant information for the requirements engineers, i-e, user
forums, app stores, etc.18. In these social media communities, mostly free natural language text engages different stakeholders
in discussions or shares their experience or knowledge with the software application.
Recently, its becomes of pivotal importance for CrowdRE to develop capable techniques that 1) automatically identify and

capture relevant requirements and rationale information from the various social media platforms and 2) automatically filter out
conflicting viewpoints in the user conversations on these platforms to have informed requirements decisions-making. Keeping
this in view, we proposed the CrowdRE-VArg approach that automatically analyses the crowd-users conversations in the Reddit
forum and identifies the strength values of the requirements-related elements, i-e, new features or issues, by gradually valuating
their supporting or opposing arguments in the Reddit forum. Such requirements-related information is useful for requirements
engineers utilized for a future release of software application3,65. Also, the issues reported by the crowd-user are often helpful
for requirements engineers to understand the level of difficulty faced by the end-users while using a software application65,3,25.

7.2 Insights for Requirements and software Engineers with CrowdRE-VArg
While the recent research focuses on mining rationale information from text documents and social media platforms, the
CrowdRE-VArg approach takes a different perspective to support software and requirements engineers in requirements decision-
making by identifying the strength values of conflict-free new features or issues and documents the rationale behind. The research
findings of the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach show that the Reddit forum can be treated as a rich source for requirements
elicitation, prioritization, and software rationale mining. It supports the requirements elicitation and prioritization activities by
capturing a prioritized list of new features, issues, or design alternatives with respective strength values. Also, it helps require-
ments analysts negotiate the conflicts over the new features or issues between the geographically distributed crowd-users on the
run by finding a settlement that satisfies the involved users in the Reddit forum. Capturing user rationale in the Reddit forums
also supports software developers and requirements analysts in filtering user feedback and making better requirements deci-
sions. For example, during requirements analysis, capturing winning requirements-related elements by identifying their strength
values and improving documentation referred to when the development team changes. Software user rationale is beneficial in
marking and filtering potentially high or low informative user feedback on social media platforms. Those user reviews that do
not contain rationale information can be filtered out as less informative reviews. They can be further explored to understand why
a user switches to a software application by exploring the various issues faced while using the software application.
Another perspective of the CrowdRE-VArg approach is that software developers can benefit from the user rationale when

prioritizing and negotiating new features or issues for the latest release or improving the existing version. For example, a new
software feature or an issue captured might be given higher priority when many users record supporting arguments in response
or they are mentioned too frequently in the user comments. Comparative studies and analysis between the two software appli-
cations might help software practitioners, and developers understand how better their application can perform compared to the
existing most mentioned alternatives software applications. Additionally, software developers can summarize or group similar
requirements into the same clusters by exploring different argumentation frameworks, i-e, AAF21, Weighted abstract argumen-
tation74, and BAF34, to identify the user comments or requirements in a textual document or social media platform that need
to be included in the textual summary or a cluster. It will work on the principle of abstract argumentation, where attack relation
indicates that two user comments cannot be both selected for the textual summary or inside a cluster. Similarly, support relations
indicate that two user comments or requirements should be both selected for the textual summary or the same cluster75. We can
generate multiple graphs or mockups for the software developers using the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach by analyzing the
user feedback to support requirements and design decision-making. For this purpose, we can show the supporting and attacking
arguments against each identified new feature or issue with the count in the Reddit forum, and based on these arguments; we
can make a graph with two curves representing positive and negative comments against the identified rationale element with
time. The software developers can also use this trend to prioritize the identified new features and issues. For example, suppose
the number of positive user comments extends more than negative comments for the captured new feature or issue rationale
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element. It can be assigned a larger value when prioritizing them for the next release of the market-driven software applica-
tion. Moreover, we can apply the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach to a transcribed focus group conversation to capture the
conflicting viewpoints and identify the alternative solutions if the nature of the discussion is textual.

7.3 Cognitive support for Crowd-users
The large volume of user feedback from different social media platforms, such as user forums (particularly the Reddit forum),
Amazon’s online store, uservoice.com, google, and app stores, provide a pivotal source for the software companies to examine the
multiple viewpoints and the broad range of software rationale in the end-users discussion. On the other side, many such reviews
challenge the end-users to quickly and efficiently survey the growing amount of information and provide feedback to get involved
in the ongoing discussion. Incorporating user rationale in the Reddit forum can support user involvement by restructuring the
ongoing user discussion. Likes, a simple statistic over the user reviews in the Reddit forum, can provide an overview of the
proposed new features, issues identified, and their corresponding strength values based on supporting and attacking arguments.
These simple statistics will improve the user involvement in the ongoing discussion and encourage other users to participate in
the ongoing conversation, improving the overall rating of the software application.

8 THREATS TO VALIDITY

This section discusses the internal and external validities of the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach. The details are given below:
Internal threats: For the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach, the authors of the research article who annotated and labeled

the crowd-user comments in the data set were also involved in the experiment design and evaluation. The human coders involved
in the annotation process are subject to errors, just like any other manual annotation study. Also, there is a probability that the
annotation experts have subconsciously attempted a second guess leading to disagreements. However, to mitigate the risk,
the authors carried out the crowd-user comments annotation in a more professional, systematic, and iterative manner. Two
annotators with several years of research and development experience individually annotated end-user reviews. Furthermore, a
coding guideline is developed by considering the best practices to verify and validate the annotation process.
Another threat to the internal validity is the taxonomy we selected for the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach to classify the

end-user comments in the Reddit forum. This research study focuses on four types of information considered relevant to the
software developers and proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach. To alleviate this threat, we selected an initial set of categories by
critically analyzing a random sample of end-user reviews in the Reddit forum and observing the previously published related
work. We assume these four categories are considered as the most relevant to the requirements engineering research community.
Although, we believe that one important category, i.e., non-functional requirements, has been missed due to its most minor
occurrence in the data set collected from the Reddit forum. Also, wemight havemissed some promisingML techniques or textual
features that could enhance the accuracy of theML algorithms used in the experiment. We, therefore, did not claim completeness
in the classifier’s accuracy, as this research study was exploratory. However, we introduced and incorporated techniques and
textual features that have been proven successful in the past research work.
External Threats: A possible external threat is that the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach is not aimed to be generalized

nor representatives of other popular social media platforms, such as app store reviews, amazon user reviews, and Twitter data.
We believe that our results are symbolic and are a promising first step into the previously undiscovered Reddit forums to identify
conflicting viewpoints and arguments strength using argumentation theory. However, we can get different results when applying
the proposed approach to other social media-generated data sets because they have different structures and meta-data than the
Reddit forum used in this research study. To overcome this threat, we are interested in employing AM73, DL, and textual
entailment76 to generalize the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach and test it on the data set curated from other social media
platforms, i-e, Twitter and app stores.
Another possible external threat of the CrowdRE-VArg approach is, for now, we treat each end-user comment in the Reddit

forum as of equal strength when identifying the strength values of the identified new features, issues, or the main discussion
topic. Still, some crowd-users comments might be stronger than other user comments on the online discussion topics. To resolve
this threat, we plan to introduce the ASPIC+ argumentation framework51 to understand the internal structure and strength of
user comments and improve the strength values of the identified requirements elements. Also, for the CrowdRE-VArg approach,
we have selected a constant  , while some arguments in the Reddit forum are more powerful that may be assigned a higher
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 and vice-versa. To address this threat, we can identify the strength of each user argument in the Reddit forum by using the
ASPIC+ framework51 and combine the value with the to resolve this threat. Furthermore, we believe that the user comments
data set employed in the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach is rather small, which is considered as a possible threat. To resolve
this threat, we needs to collect user comments on a larger scale by grouping the relevant topics in the Reddit forum about the
Google Maps mobile application to expedite the state-of-the-art DL algorithms together with the proposed CrowdRE-VArg
approach to improve the classification results and overall performance of the CrowdRE-VArg approach.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

Argumentation-based rationale and management play a pivotal role in software and requirement engineering. The rationale
knowledge is considered a primary element of the requirements and design knowledge because many important decisions are
taken during these phases, which must be efficiently, and effectively captured, managed, and documented. Various rationale rep-
resentation models have been proposed to identify and capture rationale elements in the textual documents with varying degrees
of success in practice. However, because of the complex rationale structure and less tool support, their use in practice has been
limited and hindered. Recently, software engineering researchers have focused on automated mining of rationale information
from software artifacts and social media platforms to capture rationale knowledge from textual documents. Such automated
approaches help to significantly minimize and reduce the cost associated with the rationale identification, capturing, retrieving,
and managing, hence improving the stakeholder’s involvement in the application development77.
The finding of the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach shows that the Reddit forum can be used as a rich source for require-

ments opinions elicitation and rationalemining. It supports requirements elicitation activity by identifying new features or issues.
For this purpose, firstly, we carried out a detailed analysis of the end-user comments on Reddit.com to identify and capture
the different rationale elements that help in the requirements decision-making for the market-based software evolution. The key
rationale and requirements elements of interest include design alternatives, new features, pro or con arguments, and issues or
challenges. Secondly, we collected 3123 crowd-user comments from the seven online discussion topics about the Google Maps
mobile application in the Reddit forum. The first discussion topic shown in Table. 2 is used as a proof-of-concept (case study)
for the proposed CrowdRE-VArg approach. In contrast, the remaining six discussion topics (3046 user comments) are used as
an experimental data set to conduct fine-grained machine learning and sentiment analysis experiments. Next, we proposed the
CrowdRE-VArg approach, inspired by GVBA, QuAD, ESAAF, and DF-QuAD, to identify conflict-free design alternatives, new
features, and issues to be considered by the software engineers for coming release based on their pro and cons arguments. The
crowd-user feedback in the Reddit forum is first converted into an argumentation tree. Then, each end-user comment in the argu-
mentation tree is processed to identify each new feature’s strength value, issue, or main discussion topic by valuating their pro
and con arguments. Besides, to automate the CrowdRE-VArg, an algorithm is developed that takes n-number of user comments
and returns the strength values for each requirements-related element and themain discussion topic. Finally, to scale the proposed
CrowdRE-VArg approach, we employ different ML algorithms that classify user comments into new features, issues, and claim
rationale elements. Then employee sentiments analysis approach over the user comments identified as claim rationale element
to identify end-user opinions (supporting, attacking, or neutral) about the new feature, issue, or the main discussion topic.
AM is a new research direction for natural language text processing. It automatically recognizes the argumentative structure

in a text document, i-e, the conclusion or assumption, premises, and the complete arguments; even it helps to identify the rela-
tionships between the arguments73. In the future, we can overcome the manual annotation of end-user comments in the Reddit
forum by introducing AM and DL algorithms, such as LSTM, to automatically detect the possible relationship between the two
end-users comments19. In the future, we can identify the strength of each user argument in the Reddit forum by using ASPIC+
argumentation framework51 and then combine the argument strength value with the base score to improve the results of the pro-
posed CrowdRE-VArg approach. Furthermore, We can optimize the CrowdRE-VArg approach by improving the performance
of the machine learning algorithms in identifying the rationale elements in the user conversation by exploring computational
linguistics. For this, we need to intertwine argumentation reasoning with supervised machine learning algorithms56. The pro-
posed modified CrowdRE-VArg approach can be utilized for the software acquisition problem to select the best-suited software
vendors based on evaluating their pro and con arguments collected from app stores and Twitter78. It is concluded that AM is
still a young research field concerning opinion mining, which has been heavily applied by the software and requirements engi-
neering researchers to identify and capture meaningful and actionable information types from the crowd-users comments on
social media. Although some research work is present that leverage certain contributions from AM research to mine rationale
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information from the software artifacts, there is still a gap in the application of AM approaches for rationale and requirements
mining from the user review in the social media platforms.
Data Availability: Enquiries about data availability should be directed to the authors.
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